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ABSTRACT
FROM DEPLOYMENTS OF ELDER CARE SERVICE ROBOTS TO THE
DESIGN OF AFFORDABLE LOW-COMPLEXITY END-EFFECTORS AND
NOVEL MANIPULATION TECHNIQUES
Caio Cesar Rodrigues Mucchiani
Mark Yim
This thesis proposes an investigation on both behavioral and technical aspects of
human-robot interaction (HRI) in elder care settings, in view of an affordable platform capable of executing desired tasks. The behavioral investigation combines a
qualitative study with focus groups and surveys from not only the elders’ standpoint,
but also from the standpoint of healthcare professionals to investigate suitable tasks
to be accomplished by a service robot in such environments. Through multiple deployments of various robot embodiments at actual elder care facilities (such as at a
low-income Supportive Apartment Living, SAL, and Program of All-Inclusive Care,
PACE Centers) and interaction with older adults, design guidelines are developed to
improve on both interaction and usability aspects. This need assessment informed
the technical investigation of this work, where we initially propose picking and placing objects using end-effectors without internal mobility (or zero degrees-of-freedom,
DOF), considering both quasi-static (tipping and regrasping as in-hand manipulation) and dynamic approaches. Maximizing grasping versatility by allowing robots
to grasp multiple objects sequentially using a single end-effector and actuator is also
proposed. These novel manipulation techniques and end-effector designs focus on
minimizing robot hardware usage and cost, while still performing complex tasks and
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complying with safety constraints imposed by the elder care facilities.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Older adults are forming a much larger percentage of the population leading to a
strain in the healthcare sector. It is expected that the population aged 65 and over
in the United States (US) alone will double in the next 30 years [117], and similarly
worldwide [151]. Despite abundance of the facilities to accommodate the growing
older adult population, there is a shortage of caregivers to staff these facilities [165].
Additionally, the current COVID-19 pandemic has greatly impacted older adults
living in group settings, since the risk for severe illness from COVID-19 increases
with age [139]. With the scarcity of care options available, affordable robots may be
a creative solution for simple tasks that would normally be handled by a caregiver.
Tasks essential to maintain older adults’ independence, such as toileting, eating, or
bathing are called Activities of Daily Living, or ADLs. Furthermore, tasks referred
to as Instrumental Activities of Daily Living, or IADL, are tasks such as using
a telephone, cooking, doing laundry or using transportation [146]. Service robots
can help older adults be more independent with ADLs and IADLs. This implies
the robot will not only have the ability to communicate with the older adult by
voice or with an user-interface (UI) but also manipulate objects around it with a
manipulator and end-effector. Given that current solutions for both mobile robots
and manipulators are not affordable by most elder care facilities, low-cost solutions
are necessary in order to leverage adoption and approval of these robot platforms.
This thesis proposes an investigation on both behavioral and technical aspects
of human-robot interaction in elder care settings in view of an affordable platform
capable of executing desired tasks. The behavioral investigation is a need assessment that combines a qualitative study with focus groups and surveys from not
only the elders’ standpoint, but also from the standpoint of healthcare professionals
to investigate suitable tasks to be accomplished by a service robot in such environment. Through multiple deployments of the robot at actual elder care facilities
(such as at a low income Supportive Apartment Living, SAL or Program of AllInclusive Care, PACE Center) and interaction with older adults, design guidelines
are developed in order to improve on both interaction and usability aspects. The
1

technical investigation proposes a different approach to conventional grasping and
manipulation techniques. Inspired by the constraints imposed by low-income elder
care community settings to the complexity of an assistive robot, novel manipulation
techniques and end-effectors focusing on minimizing hardware usage and cost, along
with the safety requirements are proposed: object picking through in-hand manipulation (PnP, or Pick-in-Place) using end-effectors with no internal mobility (or zero
degrees-of-freedom, DOF), a low-cost manipulator for assisting older-adults in manipulation tasks and grasping of multiple objects sequentially with a serpentine-type
end-effector design.
The Pick in Place (PnP) in-hand manipulation technique allows for picking objects off a flat surface with an end-effector that can be abstracted as a collection of
two point fingers with fixed separation distance. The resulting operation incorporates tipping and regrasping as in-hand manipulation operations. This technique
can be applied to a wide range of scenarios, (such as complement the common
parallel-jaw gripping) and also be directly applied to placing objects back on a flat
surface. Since most robotic grippers have their cost determined by the number of
actively controllable DOF, the proposed solutions represent low-cost alternatives to
more conventional ones, and suggest new approaches to well-know robotic manipulation operations, such as pick-and-place and rolling. The problem may be solved
considering quasi-static (Chapter 3) or dynamic (Chapter 5) approaches.
The lack of mobility is advantageous in human interactions, as no forces can
be applied directly to the object by the end-effector, and so the manipulated item
be safely placed or removed by humans. The development of an affordable mobile
manipulator robot for applications in low resource community based settings seeks
to endow the robot with capabilities for providing walking and hydration support,
basic reaching assist and game based assistance for active and frail elders who may
also have motor and mild cognitive impairment. These manipulation tasks may
require the robot to manipulate various objects, not necessarily in the vicinity of
each other, or even multiple objects at the same time (such as a box of pills and a
water bottle). The sequential grasp of multiple objects therefore aims to facilitate
this object retrieval by the robot in case older adults may be physically impaired to
do so. A serpentine type tendon driven underactuated design with a closing mechanism that is triggered upon contact with an object allows the end-effector to grasp
multiple objects not necessarily in its vicinity. This end-effector can grasp objects
without knowing the size a priori and has a single DOF for actuation. A low-cost
prototype demonstrates two implementations of the end-effector (radius estimation
and autonomous grasp of circular objects by torque control, and sequential grasps
of multiple objects) through several experiments. A method for estimating applied
internal forces is also proposed.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 discusses relevant literature
for the studies of social and service robots and affordable-low-complexity manipulation relevant to the context of elder care robotics. Chapter 3 presents a qualitative
2

study with stakeholders aimed to inform robot tasks of potential benefit to older
adults, and subsequent deployments of a mobile service robot modified to perform
such tasks at low-income elder care facilities. Chapter 4 proposes a novel grasping
and manipulation method and hardware that can benefit previously ranked manipulation tasks during robot interactions with the older adult population. Chapter 5
investigates a more practical scenario on achieving grasps as stated on Chapter 4,
using similar hardware design but relaxing some assumptions in order to increase
performance in robot deployment scenarios. Chapter 6 presents additional endeffector hardware design and experimentation capable of addressing more ranked
tasks from the qualitative study. Chapter 7 presents the conclusion and contributions.

3

Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1

Elder Care Robotics

As a recent largely explored field in robotics, there are various types of interaction
found in elder care robotics research. Numerous studies considered different methods of investigation as well as types of robot interaction: Companionship [130, 9],
hygiene [77] , reminders [120] , entertainment [146], among others [102, 16] . In one
study [16], robots for elder care were categorized as rehabilitation robots (such as
smart wheelchairs and artificial limbs) and social assistive robots (SAR) [43, 84].
In particular, SAR [44] are emerging both academically and commercially [69] and
can be subdivided into service type (as Healthbot [157] capable of entertaining
older adults, as well as vital sign measurement, medication management and fall
detection) and companion type (such as commercially known robots, Paro and
AIBO)[11, 70]. Previous work where mobile robotic applications have been deployed with active elders and elders with mental and physical impairment, different
methods used to promote exercise as well as different types of robot interactions
including the more recent demand for robots amidst the COVID-19 pandemic are
discussed in sequence.

2.1.1

Assisting older adults with and without impairments

Improving the cognitive ability of elders with dementia by interacting with robots
has been investigated by several authors using different robotic platforms such as
[132], [82], [156], [155], [22] and [10]. In [154] the robot (UMA) was intended to
assist older adults and disabled people with transportation of objects over short
distances. The mobile robot recognizes a color marker held by the user and follows
it while carrying the payload, However, the robot was not deployed in a real facility
nor used by older adults. Walking support for older adults by a robotic platform was
proposed in [149]. In [66],[65] a Healthbot robot was introduced as a versatile mobile
base capable of assessing vital signs, facial recognition, fall detection, medication
4

reminding and other features. This robot did not have a manipulator. A mobile
robot targeted for older adults with Mild Cognitive Impairment was developed
in [49] capable of intelligent reminders, such as medications, cognitive stimulation
using video calls and autonomous fall detection. In [77], a robot (Cody) was designed
to help older adults in hygiene tasks, such as bathing, using two manipulator arms.

2.1.2

Mobile manipulators and elder care robotics

Robotic manipulation for assistance with ADLs and IADLs has also been explored
in the literature. Physically Assistive Robots (PAR) are those which can perform
physical interaction with the user, such as dressing, shaving or assistance with eating. A taxonomy regarding preferences for PAR was presented in [21]. SaM [126],
a mobile manipulator, autonomously grasps objects for physically impaired people based on user input on the robot’s screen. Other solutions for people with
mobility problems included workstation systems (such as a desk mounted manipulator), stand alone manipulators (lighter versions of workstation manipulators),
wheelchair mounted manipulators and mobile platforms [126], [163]. Mary [153], a
mobile manipulator with vision capabilities, was designed to assist older adults in
tasks such as fetching objects. However, the testing environment did not include
real users or a Program-of-All-Inclusive-Care (PACE) center environment. A PR-2
robot with a head tracker device was also used to perform manipulation tasks in
a home environment [28]. Care-O-Bot [125] is a mobile service robot designed for
interaction with older adults and capable of manipulation and navigation, using a
7 DOF manipulator arm for fetching objects. The study, however, did not consider
an actual elder care scenario or elders for evaluating the proposed platform.

2.1.3

Exercise motivation for older adults

Through exercise, older adults can delay the onset of numerous diseases and consequently prevent the degradation of their independence and quality of life [12].
Extensive research have proposed different ways to motivate and promote exercise
among older adults, including the use of treadmill walking [72], seated exercises [42]
and gesture based games [141]. Games are a powerful context for promoting physical and cognitive exercises. Brain activity stimulation in older adults when playing
physical or virtual games, in some instances, is capable of improving their cognitive
ability and has been investigated in the literature [68]. Some studies considered
games played individually by the older adult or with their peers [85], or promoted
exercise among low-income older adults while monitoring their health activity [83],
though data from real end-users was not presented.

5

2.1.4

Demand for COVID-19 robotic solutions

Numerous works discussing the direct impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in robotics
research and development have been presented [76, 32, 41, 171, 26]. A thorough review discussing these impacts on robotic applications, along with possible solutions
is found in [140]. Robotic assisted surgery (RAS) adoption has shown direct and
indirect benefits towards the pandemic. Directly, as less staff (especially surgical
teams at the bedside) may be needed to perform various surgeries and consequently
the risk of cross contamination between staff and patients is reduced. Indirectly,
robots may reduce the hospital stay in some procedures, making more rooms available for COVID-19 patients [76]. Expensive robots, however, are difficult to budget
for, limiting adoption. Affordable robot solutions are preferred [75]. Stringent cleaning requirements may also impose additional challenges to the hospital staff and
therefore logistical planning can become an issue. Other approaches in COVID-19
robotics response include testing for symptoms [32] temperature screening [47, 123]
and a cough detection algorithm [167].

2.2

Low-Cost Low-Complexity Manipulation

An important skill for assistive robots is the ability to manipulate objects around
humans, either to facilitate accomplishing a task (such as cleaning or retrieving
objects) or as as an instrument for interaction (e.g. playing a game). A large variety
of robotic object manipulation techniques have been developed to date. In [98], they
are classified according to their models of task mechanics. Kinematic approaches to
robotic manipulation include robotic caging, concerning how to bound the mobility
of objects of interest without necessarily making contact. Algorithms for computing
cages were presented in [162]. Low-cost Low-Complexity Manipulation, however,
involves a minimalist approach in manipulation, or how could one achieve a desired
task with a minimal configuration of resources [14], or least amount of hardware,
and consequently less component cost. In this case, the number of actuators and
sensors for a determined task can define a manipulation type as minimalist or
not. Developing techniques capable of minimizing the total number of sensing and
actuation, but concurrently achieving the same end result is thus proposed as lowcost manipulation.
Conventionally, notions of grasp closure (force/form-closure, and immobilization
[145]) were the only factors to determine a grasp stability/feasibility. Model-based
[160, 164] and data-driven [121] approaches demonstrated how to construct stable
robotic grasping. Alternatively, other approaches to robot manipulation techniques
such as caging [98, 162, 131, 35], pushing [89, 105, 106], sliding, toppling [88], [142]
and general non-prehensile manipulation techniques [168, 91, 2, 62, 88, 6] have
shown to render robotic manipulation more robust, despite not directly applicable
to our problem.
6

2.2.1

Pick-and-Place (PnP) Manipulation

Robotic manipulation can be indeed classified through a taxonomy, including kinematic, static, quasi-static and dynamic manipulation [99]. The first refers to kinematics alone for analyzing a grasp, the second adds static forces, the third quasistatic forces (i.e. frictional forces) and finally dynamic manipulation includes all
aforementioned as well as inertial forces for determining the feasibility of a grasp
and manipulation task. One fundamental form of robotic quasistatic manipulation
is robotic grasping and fixturing. The closure properties of robotic grasps have been
investigated extensively. Important notions of grasp stability include force-closure,
form-closure, and immobilization [145]. It has been shown that the dynamic stability of a grasp is a function of local contact geometry, contact models, and material
properties [59]. Robotic pushing [89] is another practically important capability
that can be achieved in a quasistatic manner. According to [97], quasidynamic manipulation is intermediate between static and dynamic manipulation as if excessive
damping prevents accelerations from integrating into significant velocities. Examples in the literature include tray tilting to reorient an object using a quasidynamic
mechanics model [40], identifying pushing primitives of a parallel-jaw gripper for
regrasping [24], and most recently the planning of a stable pushing strategy for
in-hand manipulation [25]. Recently, robotic systems that can do grasping and
manipulation with some autonomy have been presented in [135, 63].
This thesis work is relevant to quasistatic object handling skills, particularly for
non-prehensile manipulation. Examples in the literature include stable rotations of
a polygonal object with two contacts [2], object handling with flat contact surfaces
(or “palm”) [62], knocking an object over with a single contact [88], and pivoting
operation [6]. However, these techniques cannot be directly applied to our problem
of object picking through in hand manipulation with no internal mobility. For
example, compared to stably supported rotations [2], our problem is formulated
with a more conservative assumption that the distance between two contacts is
fixed. Our interest in keeping an object of interest within a gripper lies beyond the
scope of the problem of robotic toppling [88].
Another relevant theme is robotic in-hand manipulation, which refers to the
capability to move and hold an object within a robotic hand. This is an important
problem related to the issue of robotic dexterity. We are particularly interested in
rendering low degrees-of-freedom (DOF) end-effectors, such as the parallel-jaw gripper [147] or single rigid body end-effectors [138], more dexterous when it comes to
object picking and placing. Robotic in-hand manipulation capabilities have been realized in the forms of robotic regrasping, dexterous manipulation, and finger gaiting,
and are an active research area [158, 134, 52, 13]. Robotic in-hand manipulation is
still a challenging problem, with a high-dimensional search space and limited robotic
motor skills. The challenge here proposed is also relevant to in-hand manipulation
using resources from the environment, a topic also examined in [33].

7

2.2.2

Dynamic Grasping

As previously mentioned, dynamic manipulation includes inertial forces for determining the feasibility of a grasp/manipulation task. It is advantageous in the sense
that the manipulator does not need to come to a stop during a task, and therefore
can be a much faster routine. Additionally, the dynamic motion can occur outside
of the robot workspace without compromising the task (such as juggling [127]),
and so simpler manipulators may accomplish complex tasks. Early demonstrations
of dynamic manipulation include throwing [3], catching [133, 78] and batting [18].
More recent examples include dynamic non-prehensile manipulation for reorienting
and picking [90, 91], grasping moving objects [96] and grasping objects in space
using gecko-inspired end-effectors [94]. Furthermore, a grasp generally should attain desirable properties of dexterity, equilibrium, stability and dynamic behaviour
[143], obtained through computational methods concerned with the contact properties (such as location or applied wrenches), known as grasp synthesis algorithms.
Possibly first explored by [113], various grasp synthesis methods considered planar and spacial analysis with various contact modes adopted. A comprehensible
summary of these algorithms can be found in [143] [128],[129],[67].
The proposed idea of dynamic grasping objects in this thesis considers two
frictional point contacts not necessarily antipodal and two opposing edges. The
concept is similar to snatching [87], however since the contacts can constrain the
object of certain motions, less free space and DOFs from the manipulator may be
necessary to attain a successful grasp. In addition, cylindrical type objects can also
be successfully grasped if their off-plane motions are restricted by the end-effector
design, which can prove more difficult with the non-prehensile snatching approach.

2.2.3

Grasping Multiple Objects

Similar to manipulators, end-effectors can be categorized as discrete, serpentine and
continuum [166]. Discrete type end-effectors contains few rigid links, with limited
number of degrees-of-freedom (DOF). The serpentine type end-effector has a series
of chained links (mostly identical) which results in numerous degrees of freedom and
the continuum type mechanisms have few or no joints and in theory infinite DOFs.
The literature describes serpentine type end-effectors with a variety of applications,
mechanical design and actuation methods. Perhaps the earliest and most related
work to this thesis was written by Hirose and Umetani [58]. They propose a passive
automatic mechanism that causes a chain of links to close on an object conforming
to its shape when in contact. The mechanism uses only pulleys and a pair of wires for
actuation and release and no controller is needed. Even though Hirose and Umetani
refer to the gripper as “softgripper”, the mechanism links are rigid. It is also noted
that the pressure distribution along the entire end-effector is uniform. Various
applications of serpentine manipulators were also previously explored, including
inspection tasks [29], control using machine learning [148] and obstacle avoidance
8

[19] and more recently applications in minimally invasive robotic surgery [81]. This
work addresses serpentine type end-effectors considering the numerous DOFs will
enable passive compliance to the shape of the objects, but also since it still has
joints, contact detection can be estimated through torque sensing at the actuation
level.
Regarding the design for underactuated grippers, extensive literature proposes
new approaches for grasping individual (symmetric or asymmetric) objects with
underactuated end-effectors [93], [115], [7], [80], but to the authors knowledge, no
published articles consider the design of end-effectors capable of grasping multiple
objects. On the other hand, the dexterity problem and stability in grasping multiple objects simultaneously has been explored via rolling contacts in order to achieve
enveloping grasps [53], [54], [71]. Concepts of force closure were extended to the
grasp of multiple objects and discussed in [170], along with the kinematics of the
manipulation. A more general analysis of grasping two objects simultaneously is
found in [169]. Other techniques for grasping multiple objects include bin-picking
[100] and distributed manipulation [36]. However, in all cases the end-effector proposed for experimentation was fully actuated, or objects were in the vicinity of each
other, such that the interaction forces between objects had to be considered in the
analysis. If an end-effector is able to grasp multiple objects sequentially, each time
an object is grasped can be treated as a new grasp, and no concern with interaction forces between objects is needed, something desirable since these forces are not
directly controllable [54].
Sensing the applied force in a grasp is also essential to determine the success
or failure of a grasp as well as facilitate control of the internal forces applied to
the objects. Numerous methods of force sensing were previously discussed, ranging from commercial force sensors in minimally invasive surgery applications [124],
electroadhesive composites with elastomer actuation capable of proprioception and
exteroception [50], multiaxial force sensors [159] and force sensing using load cells
[17]. The method proposed in this thesis utilizes photo-reflective sensors to estimate
the applied grip force to the object.This work also combines design features from
[58] and self-locking constraints [4] modified such that the end-effector can attain
the desired property of conforming to different object shapes while only applying
forces upon contact with the object, and consequently have the ability to grasp
multiple objects in a sequential manner.
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Chapter 3
Need Assessment: From Task
Investigation to Deployments of a
Robot for Elder Care
To determine how a real world problem can be solved through robotics, a need
assessment with the relevant stakeholders is necessary. Our need finding study [137]
consisted of qualitative focus groups with all stakeholders (elders, clinicians and
caregivers) at a Program of All-Inclusive Care for the Elderly (PACE) center. From
focus groups and surveys, priority tasks emerged regarding the usability of a mobile
robot, a common method of investigation in SAR. Other studies [15] have also
previously used both focus groups and questionnaires to investigate possible tasks
for a health care robot in a nursing home. Following this study, four deployments
took place at a low income Supportive Apartment Living (SAL) and at a PACE
center, consisting of mobile only ranked tasks, such as walking encouragement,
hydration reminders with water delivery included [109], the screening of older adults
(and healthcare workers) for COVID-19 symptoms and exposure and finally an
interactive manipulation game with older adults and assisted by the robot.

3.1

A Qualitative Descriptive Study

A mixed methods approach consisting of focus groups, surveys and questionnaires
informed us about elder, clinician and caregiver stakeholders’ needs and priority
tasks. Data collection and analysis of focus groups, member checks and confidential
surveys are presented and summarized on Fig. 3.1.

3.1.1

Subjects

Elders were members at the PACE center identified as Living Independently for
Elders (LIFE) and resided in a supported apartment living (SAL) (Fig. 3.2). To be
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Figure 3.1: Process flow from focus groups to member checks and confidential
surveys [69]

Figure 3.2: Deployment Locations: Living Independently for Elders (LIFE) Center
(left) and Supportive Apartment Living (SAL) (right).
a member of LIFE, an elder must be age 55 or older, in need of medical care or supportive services, be state-certified as nursing home eligible, and live in Philadelphia
County, Pennsylvania. There are approximately 456 members of LIFE. In addition
to the requirements for PACE, these members typically require more assistance
with physical, mobility, cognitive and social functioning provided by caregiver staff
24-hours 7 days a week when they are not at the PACE day center. Qualifications
for SAL were that members had to be 62 years of age and older, in imminent risk
of nursing home placement, attend the LIFE day center, able to have ADLs met by
caregivers, able to pay required rent for an apartment, and able to function safely
in the community with other elders. Eligible subjects were screened by the Short
Blessed Concentration and Memory Test [73], a common screening tool used by
clinicians and researchers to assess cognitive impairment among the geriatric population. Any potential subject scoring an 8 or greater was excluded from the study.
Clinicians and caregivers were permanent or contracted employees at the PACE
center. They were nurses, therapists, certified nursing assistants and home health
nursing assistants who were providing services to clients at one SAL building. It is
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important to note that there are significantly more LIFE members than clinicians
and caregivers so as a result obtaining an equal sample of clinician/caregivers as
elders was difficult.

3.1.2

Focus Group Data Collection and Analysis

One focus group per stakeholder (three in total) were conducted by an experienced
interviewer member of the research team. An interview guide was developed by the
research team and used during the focus group sessions. Participants were informed
that the research team was interested in developing an “assistive device to aid older
adults during their daily routines”. The research questions for the elders focused
on which tasks were of importance for them to accomplish physically, socially, and
mentally on a daily basis, and associated probes directed clinicians and caregivers to
identify their impressions of the elders task needs. A conventional content analysis
was chosen as analytical technique to examine the focus group transcripts [39].
Several steps are involved in such analysis, including
• Initial immersion into the data, reading the transcripts word by word to derive
highlighted key thoughts (known as codes)
• Sorting the codes into categories based on how the codes related, and then
clustering the emergent categories into themes [48, 60]
• Use of software Atlas.ti 7.5.4 for storage, retrieval, coding and management
of the qualitative data.

3.1.3

Members Check Surveys Data Collection and Analysis

A list of tasks identified in the focus groups were given back to each participant
as a survey (member check) for the purpose of quality control, allowing for the
verification of the accuracy and completeness of the findings from the focus groups
[122, 20] and no additional items were added.
Participants were asked to score each task in terms of importance and frustration
levels. The data was subsequently coded and analyzed for each group of stakeholders
by “Importance of Task” with High (H) receiving a 3, Medium (M) a 2, and Low
(L) a 1 (Not Applicable was coded as NA). Under the “Frustration” column, a
Yes response was coded with a 1 and No with a 0. Frustration level represent
elders’determination on the difficulty on completing (partially or fully) a task and
for clinicians how frustrating it was to help elders with a particular task.
For each task, i , the task importance, Xi was added across columns for each
respondent, and divided by the total number of respondents in that stakeholder
group (Eq. 3.1.1). For NA responses, N was reduced by 1. The same method was
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applied to calculate average frustration, Fi (Eq. 3.1.2). The maximum average task
importance of 3 indicated all members ranked high importance for a task and the
maximum average frustration of 1 indicated all members conveyed that task was
frustrating. Tasks were sorted by average importance Xi and average frustration
Fi to determine top quartile ranking tasks, which were subsequently used in the
confidential survey per stakeholder group.
Xi =

N
X
Xi
i=1

Fi =

N
X
Fi
i=1

3.1.4

N

N

(3.1.1)

(3.1.2)

Confidential Surveys Data Collection and Analysis

Following the member check surveys, a confidential survey was then administered to
a larger segment of the stakeholder population to determine if a prioritized subset
of tasks from the member check surveys were supported by a larger segment of
the stakeholder population, scoring the importance of each task and identifying
whether it was frustrating. The confidential surveys were coded similarly as the
member checks to determine the average task importance and average frustration
across the sample size (n = 42). The series of focus groups and surveys allowed a
bottom-up approach to interpreting robot task requirements. Results from Member
checks and confidential surveys are presented on Tables 1, 2 and 3.

3.2

Deployments at Elder Care Community Settings

Four robot deployments involved different levels of automation: autonomous interaction with older adults by water delivery and teleoperation for walking (encouraging the older adults to exercise), health screening and manipulation tasks. The
study had a total of 61 participants, of which 4 older adults participated in the
water task multiple times over the span of a week, 18 older adults did the walking
and game interaction over a two day period, 17 older adults and 12 staff members
participated in the COVID-19 screening with the robot. Two different robot platforms were also deployed: the Savioke Relay (Fig.3.3) and Quori (Fig. 3.13). The
demographics of all participants is listed in Table 3.1. Care was taken to avoid the
observer (or “Hawthorne”) effect during interactions, which refers to the change
of behavior of the subjects in the awareness of the presence of the observers [101].
After every interaction, a post-interaction survey was conducted with the participant in order to better understand their reaction and record any change in response
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over subsequent interactions, according to the parameters on Table 3.2, in accordance with the Almere Model [57]. Every participant gave written consent and the
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of
Pennsylvania.
Table 3.1: Participant Demographics for All Deployments
Gender
Age
Race

Male
22
<65
25
African
American
55

Female
39
66-79
33

Total
61
80 or older
3

Other

Total

6

61

Table 3.2: Post-interaction parameters for surveying participants
Anxiety during interaction
Intention of use
Perceived ease of use
Perceived usefulness
Social presence and trust

3.2.1

Attitude towards technology
Perceived adaptiveness
Perceived sociability
Social influence
Perceived enjoyment

Water Delivery, Hydration Reminder and Walking
Encouragement

Hardware
Acceptance by both staff and bystanders is a critical first step to introducing mobile
robots into service industries such as in healthcare and hospitality institutions.
Design goals were set to develop an embodiment that garnered trust and empathy
for the robot as well as addressed ergonomics, usability, and safety requirements.
This study utilized the Savioke Relay mobile robot (Figure 3.3 left). The Relay
robot has been designed for indoor delivery applications, where newer versions are
currently used for room service delivery in hotels. Savioke identified three attributes
that would help guide the design and interaction of the robot:
• Assume that every user is a first-time user
• Generate bystander empathy to make Relay more successful
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• Honest design and managing user expectations
Multiple studies were performed by Savioke to understand the relationship between screen interactions and sentiments of intimidation by the robot. Participants
were shown a variety of screen examples and asked to choose the ideal size laid flat
on a table. The result of this design research concluded that subjects felt more
comfortable when the top of the screen was below the horizon of their sight line.
The position and design for Relay’s screen and payload were informed by Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements [116] and informally tested against
a variety of adult subjects. It was determined a 0.8m height enabled a majority of
people to interact with the robot in both seated and standing positions, with the
goal of avoiding bending over or reaching out to access the payload and interact
with the robot’s display. The robot weighs 21kg, has a 177mm touchscreen monitor
and uses arrays of Light Detection and Ranging (Lidar) and sonar sensors to navigate autonomously. It also has 21 liters of storage space, which includes a bin that
is accessible by a servo-motor controlled door on the top of the robot. A pocket
camera was installed on the robot to record subject interactions and a speaker was
added to enhance the sound, so older adults with decreased hearing could hear
instructions.

Figure 3.3: The Savioke Relay robot modified to the first and second deployments at
the SAL facilities(left) and 2D occupancy grid map constructed for the deployment
using Lidar SLAM.

Software
The Relay software includes a Savioke graphic programming language for creating
new behaviors called CustomPrograms. The robot has a suite of actions, called
primitives, to program user interactions [61]. These blocks can be organized in
different hierarchies of menus to make the robot perform various tasks. Table 3.3
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shows a few of the primitives that define the robot’s movement, user interaction
and set of actions.
Navigation
For the first deployment, the main floor where all participants lived was mapped
using the robot’s Lidar system and SLAM [37]. The 2D occupancy grid map (Figure
3.3 right) included public hallways and a lounge in front of the elevator, but did
not include any older adult apartments, which the robot was not allowed to enter.
Poses were defined in front of each room, so that the only requirement for navigation
would be to input the room number. After completing a task, the robot returned to
a home location, defined as the elevator lounge. For the second deployment, which
occurred at the PACE center, the robot navigation was remotely controlled by the
observer and a camera mounted on the robot was used.
Table 3.3: Example of Robot Primitives
Robot Movement
goTo()
move()
distanceTravelled()
turn()

User Interaction
displayMessage()
askMultipleChoice()
askScale()
askNumber()

Bin and Battery
openBin()
closeBin()
isLidOpen()
batteryPercentage

To help the interaction with older adults who may have poor eyesight and difficulty in reading the instructions, the robot spoke aloud any messages shown with
the displayMessage() function with text-to-speech.
Experimental Set-up and Tasks
The first robot deployment took place at the SAL facility with older adults who
were participants in the PACE program described earlier. Compared to other participants at the PACE center, the older adults in the SAL are provided with 24-hour
home health care aides to assist them. The second robot deployment took place
at the PACE center which includes approximately 460 older adults, most with an
8th − 12th grade level of education and qualify for Medicaid, impoverished with
limited previous access to technology. For both deployments, the older adults were
consented and instructed on the robot sequence of actions before each interaction.
All interactions were recorded and the reactions of the participants were evaluated
by the observer based on the following criteria:
• Initial interaction and greeting by their name
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• Facial expression of older adults (smile, frown, neutral)
• Participation in the task and specific task details
• Ability to understand and follow instructions
• Interaction with the robot user interface
• Request by the older adult for robot to return
• Observer intervention during interaction (for explanation or in case of robot
errors)
The robot design requirements besides the obvious functional ones were:
• Simple user interface targeted for older adults with little or no experience with
computers
• Ability to operate robot remotely and adjust task details to ensure interaction
without human intervention or quick intervention if required
• Safe operation while interacting with the older adults.
• Appropriate language level and choice of a robot with an appearance to promote ease and comfort.
Water Delivery and Hydration Reminders
Keeping older adults hydrated is becoming a challenging task, due to the loss of
thirst receptors and short term memory loss as a result of aging [104]. For this
interaction, the robot was programmed to go autonomously to the older adults’
room, make a knocking sound and wait for the older adult to open the door. Once
the door was opened, the robot greeted the older adult and reminded them about
the importance of being hydrated. It then offered water and asked when to make
another water delivery (morning or evening). After the interaction and pain assessment, the robot returned to the base and reported to the observer whether the
older adult accepted the water, the requested time for the next water delivery, and
the current pain level.
Pain Assessment
Pain in older adults is generally under-assessed and under-treated [95]. Thus we
regularly ask for levels of pain. To evaluate pain levels, a discrete visual analog
measurement scale (DVAS) [5] was used as user interface. Depending on the input
value from the older adult, the robot would respond differently (see Figure 3.6).
Following the pain assessment interaction, the robot returned to the base, reported
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Figure 3.4: Older adult waking in the hallway with the robot. Dialogues and screen
options are shown below.
the results to the observer through the screen and in the event of reported pain, the
observers would notify the caregivers. A detailed description of all tasks, dialogue
and screen options are shown in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6.
Walking Encouragement through Exercise
Physical activity is an important component of healthy aging [23]. In this walking
task, the robot was teleoperated by the experimenter through a wireless joystick,
with a camera mounted to aid navigation and to record the interaction (Figure 3.4).
The robot traveled for 20 meters along the hallway, always maintaining a distance
from the older adult and allowing them to dictate the walking pace.
Results
For the water delivery and hydration task, the robot interacted with four subjects at
the SAL location over the span of a week. Between the four participants, the robot
performed 12 autonomous water deliveries twice per day (morning and evening).
Participants were often uncertain about how to interact with the robot on their
first encounter. In these instances, observers intervened to encourage participants.
Observer interaction also occurred due to robot errors, such as people walking too
close to the robot, which affected the autonomous navigation, dialog errors and the
robot not being loud enough for the older adults with hearing problems. Results
of the water interactions from the observer viewpoint can be seen on Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.5: Dialogues for the hydration reminder and water delivery task. On the
left, the robot reminds the older adult of the importance of hydration, offering a
water bottle and a possible next delivery date. A pain assessment routine (Fig.
3.6) follows the interaction. Light green buttons represent the touch options on the
screen.

Figure 3.6: The robot proposes a walking exercise with the older adult considering
two choices of travel distances (5 and 10 meters). Following the interaction, pain
levels are accessed (right).
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For the walking task through exercise, the robot interacted with 12 elders, through
teleoperation, walking with each elder for a distance of about 5 to 10 meters. The
robot operator, discretely distant from the elder and the robot, was cautious so that
the robot would drive in pace with the walking elder, and would immediately stop
if the elder also stopped (to catch their breath, for instance). Results are shown on
Figure 3.8 .

Figure 3.7: Water Interactions from Observer viewpoint.

Figure 3.8: Walking interactions from Observer viewpoint.
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Figure 3.9: Results of post-interaction surveys for both water delivery and walking
encouragement tasks.
Discussion: First and Second deployments
As a result of the deployments, some key observations, anecdotal conclusions and
design guidelines regarding the robot hardware and the interaction itself are discussed. Post-interaction survey responses (Figure 3.9) were weighted as: Very little
= 0, Somewhat = 0.5 and Very much = 1. The maximum possible value, divided
by the number of occurrences will be unity.
Observer Viewpoint
A comparison between the water and walking tasks from the observer viewpoint
(Figures 3.7 and 3.8) shows great decrease in observer encouragement for the older
adult participation. One factor is that, since the water task was autonomous, the
observer needed to explain to the elder how to interact with the robot for the first
time. Despite instructions however, most elders would get confused and forget to
interact with the robot (tapping the touchscreen). In these cases, the observer would
go over the entire interaction with the elder to make sure he or she comprehended
how the interaction would occur. On the other hand, since the walking task simply
involved walking and no touchscreen interaction, a more natural interaction was
observed.
There were fewer dialogue errors for the walking task noted, and is attributed to
dialogues played remotely (through a computer paired with the bluetooth speaker),
allowing control over timing and repetition. Likewise, general robot errors were
also lower in the walking task, since the robot was not relying on sensors (solely on
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teleoperation) and could get closer to the elder. Hearing the robot was also easier
for the walking task, as the speaker was placed in front of the robot (rather than
inside the storage bin during the water task).
Post-Interaction Surveys with Elders
From the post interaction surveys (Figure 3.9), taken by the observer immediately
after each interaction, low values of anxiety were observed which is different than
observed in some studies [56]. Anxiety in this context is usually associated with
the fear of the elder in breaking the robot or doing something wrong during the
interaction, or also finding the robot scary or intimidating [55]. However, the nature
of the tasks (requiring only touchscreen and water bottle retrieval from the bin) and
robust appearance of the robot may have contributed for low anxiety.
Various parameters like perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived
enjoyment and intention to repeat use were rated highly by the participants. This
shows that the robot and the interactions with the robot were well received by
the older adults. This high rating is also partly explained because the subject
population had a considerably high rating for positive attitude towards technology.
Regarding social presence, high rating values may be due to the fact that tasks
were done at the PACE center with other people present. It was observed that the
human-human interaction was enhanced by the presence of the robot, which may
have changed the perception of the social presence of the robot itself. Particularly,
sociability increased for the walking task, as it was observed elders would commonly
greet their peers and smile on the hallway while walking with a robot.
Trust of the robot was much higher for the walking task, compared to water delivery task, which could be explained by the smaller number of errors that occurred
when teleoperating the robot to encourage walking, compared to the errors during
autonomous water delivery. These occurred mostly due to navigation errors during
the robot motion along the narrow hallways, as well as dialog errors from the time
delay between sending the commands and having the robot verbally saying them,
leading to repetitions and cross sentences.
Design Guidelines
Considering the current design of the deployed robot and its considerations, improvements relating observations with possible design guidelines can be inferred.
Table 3.4 presents some insights on possible design modifications for future robot
deployments of the robot based on these observations from both deployments.
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Table 3.4: Design Guidelines based on observations during both deployments
OBSERVATION
Tendency to read instead
of listen to instructions.
Difficulty in touching on
screen buttons for 0-10 scale
for pain assessment
Older adults requested
the robot to repeat the instructions
Tendency to answer YES/NO
questions verbally instead of
choosing on-screen options.
Low volume complaint (High pitch
voices for older adults represents
the most difficult hearing
frequency in the vocal range [20] )
Elders in walkers or wheelchairs
could not easily reach the bin
Elders in walkers or wheelchairs
could not touch buttons on the screen
Elders confused robot
eyes with screen buttons

3.2.2

DESIGN GUIDELINE
Use larger fonts for
written text
Bigger buttons on the screen,
or physical buttons on the
robot instead
Add “repeat” function
or button
Implement “YES” / “NO” voice
recognition
Louder speakers, or change
location to front of the robot.
Bin opening to the side
(not the top) of the robot
External physical buttons
and PAN/TILT tablet mount
Better user interface design
or physical buttons

Assessment of COVID-19 Symptoms and Exposure at
an Elder Care Setting

The impact of COVID-19 on older adults has motivated an additional deployment
of a SAR at a PACE center. Given the high contagiousness ratio of COVID-19, especially via community spread [51], extreme caution and use of personal protective
equipment (PPE) is needed when assisting older adults with their Activities of Daily
Living (ADLs) or Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL) [146], as these activities require human contact. Long term care facilities implemented these steps
to mitigate physical proximity between older adults and their clinicians and caregivers. Such preventive measures also limited the personnel and restricted visitors,
directly affecting ongoing human subjects research at these locations. Specifically,
the deployment of robots which interact with multiple people.
Endowing SARs with health screening capabilities can potentially benefit staff
and older adults, allowing physical distancing (since multiple people are generally
involved in the procedure), and permitting robots to be even more engaging at a
personal level, rather than at a general, impersonal way. As a result, an investigation
on the theme is needed, which can combine subjective and behavioural measures
deemed essential to inform the stakeholder acceptance and usability of the system
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Figure 3.10: COVID-19 symptoms and exposure screening of an older adult by
Quori.
as well as the improvement of its functionalities. Therefore, a health screening
interaction can provide information on which aspects of the interaction:
• Favors the healthcare worker assessment of the patient instead of the robot
• Favors the robot assessing a patient through a routine screening instead of a
healthcare worker in close proximity with the patient
• Modifications to the robot such that the former can be improved, and the
robot potentially favored over a healthcare worker.
We deployed an affordable SAR robot (Quori) at a Program of All-Inclusive Care
(PACE) Center for older adults (Fig. 3.10). The robot screened PACE participants
and employees (clinicians and caregivers) for symptoms and exposure of COVID19 through dialogues and gestures. Every stakeholder (clinician, caregiver and
older adult) who consented participated in the study. Data collection included
observer and post-interaction surveys with every participant. Results inform aspects
of human-robot-interaction (HRI) to consider when deploying robots amidst the
COVID-19 pandemic. Despite the current relevance to the pandemic, this screening
method will be useful also during the annual flu season, which also threatens the
older adult population.
Deployment Methods: Adapted COVID-19 Screening Procedure
The current COVID-19 screening procedure at the PACE Center is illustrated in
Fig. 3.11. A total of 3 people interact with the older adults from arrival to being
granted access to the day center or sent home, depending on the assessment of their
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symptoms, body temperature and blood oxygen level measurements (each repeated
at maximum twice). The new proposed procedure performed by the robot (Fig.
3.12) summarizes the main screening routines (Symptom and Exposure), in addition
to the temperature screening (not functionally done by the robot). A dialogue
between the participant and the robot was coordinated by a finite state machine
(described in Sec. 3.2.2). Voice recognition to switch between states (based on
the participant’s responses) was not utilized. Possible complications with muffling
voices by mask usage or difficulty in having the robot near the participant due
to COVID-19 preventive measures were the main contributing factors. Therefore,
researcher’s input (through a joystick) based on the observed response from the
participants were the finite state machine guard conditions. A detailed description
of the entire system’s implementation follows.

Figure 3.11: Screening Procedure at the PACE Center.
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Figure 3.12: Screening Procedure performed by the robot.
Hardware and System Review
Previously, the thematic analysis completed for this study indicated all stakeholders
expectancy for the robot to be polite and personable. In addition, the importance
of design and programming to meet the individual needs of an older adult (either
due to their physical or cognitive challenges) was found to be preferred over how
the robot should look like. All participants were concerned about the safety of the
robot. This is consistent with previous study findings [137, 109, 69], in which any
device perceived by older adults, caregivers, or clinicians as unsafe would decrease
the use of the technology. This original analysis informed the current SAR platform
(Quori) hardware and software design.

Figure 3.13: Quori (left) and hardware modifications for deployment in the proposed
study (right)
Quori [150, 103] consists of a humanoid upper body attached to a omnidirectional
mobile base. The original modular Hardware (shown in Fig. 3.13 left) is described
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as a:
• Holonomic Mobile Base: Inspired by the design in [38] and mobility in [31],
the base has three actuators for generating linear and angular velocities as
well as orient the upper body of the robot, measuring 480 mm in diameter
and 203 mm in height.
• Spherical Projection Head: To maximize flexibility and minimize cost, Quori’s
head consists of a retro-projected animated face (RAF) using a portable projector, a lens (or mirror), and a projection surface. Such technique is highly
versatile since any face can be projected, and highly expressive, as previously
shown in the literature [34, 107, 119]. Vibration noise is minimized by a rigid
connection between the spherical surface and the projector.
• Gesturing Arms: As the purpose of Quori is human-robot interaction and
expression, gesturing becomes an important and desired aspect on a social
robot. The arms (not meant for manipulation) and two DOF shoulders are
designed so that the arm can rotate continuously. Safety concerning proximity
to humans was also considered by limiting the torque on the drive motors as
well as using lightweight materials and low inertial, and stiffness arm.
• Spine In order to support the torso, a 1-DOF spine allows the robot to demonstrate different levels of engagement by leaning forward or backward. The
spine can also minimize possible vibrations due to the robot’s motion, resulting in natural and more appealing motion.
Hardware Modifications
Due to the nature of COVID-19 transmission, avoiding crowds and human contact is
highly desired. Therefore, the robot would remain in one fixed location where the assessment would occur, and continuously navigating the environment was discarded.
In addition, since the check-in procedures mostly required dialogue and indication
of directions (for medical appointments for instance), the holonomic base was simplified to a purely rotational one. Another modification to the original hardware
was the addition of the Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) reader to the robot.
Relying on RFID for person identification is preferred as the subjects were wearing
face masks, which imposed challenges to the implementation of facial recognition.
The reader uses USB communication, has a 1m range and emulates a keyboard.
To facilitate comprehension for hearing impaired older adults and promote physical
distancing, external speakers were located near the participants. Lastly, since body
temperature can vary depending on the location of the measurement on the body,
and older adults and employees would only be admitted to the facility with body
temperature under 37.4o C, no temperature screening device was added to Quori.
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Temperature screening dialogue, however, was included in the dialogue simply to
provide more context and completion to the overall interaction.

Figure 3.14: The software implementation framework. The ROS Master node controls the robot’s movement and facial expression. The peripherals manage the finite
state machine abstraction for the dialogue.

Software Implementation
An overview of the software framework is seen on Fig. 3.14. The robot architecture uses Robot Operation System (ROS)1 for its main implementation. The core
body motion of the robot runs on a W hole body Serial node, and the gesturing
arms driven by anti-cogged brushless DC motors2 running a PID controller (which
considers torque and speed limits for the motion as safety precaution during interaction), implemented on an Arm Controller node. We have utilized a simple facial
expression consisting on periodic blinking eyes with the intent to generate empathy
and not overstate the robot’s intelligence, implemented on the Head P rojection
node. Dialogues were input to a text-to-speech engine 3 and mp3 files were generated and played by the V LC P layer peripheral. A low pitch and speed voice was
preferred since those can impact the ability of the older adult to hear the interaction [79]. Finally, switching between states was done with a joystick using P yGame
implementation.
1

www.ros.org
http://iq-control.com/
3
www.kukarella.com
2
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Table 3.5: Participants Demographics
Gender
Age
Race
Status

Male
11
25-50
10
African
American
36
Employee
22

Female
28
51-60
12

Total
39
61 or older
17

Other
3

Total
39

Member
17

Total
39

State Machine Implementation
The interaction was implemented as a finite state machine (Fig. 3.15). To begin,
the RF ID Reader node utilized the USB reader device and RFID tags (ST AT E 0).
The robot greeted the participant by name and prompted them to remain steady
while it (in a “Wizard of Oz” manner) checked their temperature (ST AT E 1). After a 5 second delay, the robot engaged in a symptom check routine (ST AT E 2),
inquiring users’ input on a list of symptoms (shown on Fig. 3.12). If the participant answered Y ES to any symptoms on the list, the robot referred (vocally and
pointing) the user to a physician’s room (ST AT E 3) and the interaction ended.
Otherwise, the robot engaged in an exposure check dialogue (ST AT E 4), asking
if the participant has had any close contact with a COVID-19 positive person in
the last 14 days without a mask. Once again, a positive response referred the user
to a physician (ST AT E 3), otherwise to a caregiver (ST AT E 5), finishing the
interaction in sequence.
Table 3.6: Access to Technology
Experience with or use a
Computer 28
Tablet or e-reader 20
Cellphone 38
Exercise daily* 24

Deployment Results
The experimental set-up for the deployment is show in Fig. 3.17. The robot was
placed at the dining hall of the PACE Center and participants instructed to interact with it (standing up or seated, depending on their mobility limitations) at
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Figure 3.15: Finite State Machine abstraction for the dialogue and interaction implementations. The State Machine starts at ST AT E 0 and finishes at ST AT E 3
for any “YES” answer and ST AT E 5 for “NO” answers. A detail description of
the dialogues’ content is shown in Fig. 3.12
a 1m distance. Third (Fig. 3.10) and first-person (Fig. 3.16) view cameras were
used to record every interaction and an external bluetooth speaker placed near the
participant as previously mentioned.

Figure 3.16: First-Person view camera installed on the robot.
A total of 39 participants interacted with the robot (see Table 3.5 for demographics). Almost all participants were African-Americans, 61 years and older and had
cellphones (Table 3.6), with the majority having access to a computer and roughly
half to tablets or e-readers on a daily basis. To analyze responses subjective and
behaviorally, post-interaction and observer surveys were conducted by the research
team. The subjective investigation considered two surveys: one based on the Almere
[146] model for assessing technology acceptance for older adults, focusing on system
usability (Fig. 3.20); a second (discussed in Sec. 3.2.2) with open-ended questions
about positive and negative aspects of the robot, preference among human, robot
or phone screening, and recommendation of use. The behavioral evaluation by an
observer also considered a survey (Fig. 3.18), which informed the research team
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additional reactions of the participants while interacting with the robot. The evaluation criteria included ability to see and hear the robot, facial expression of the
participant (smiled, frown) during interaction, physical response, difficulty (or lack
of) in understanding and following instructions and possible frustration. Robot
errors were also monitored (Fig. 3.19). Initially, given the equivalent ratio of members (17) to employees (22), groups had their responses separately analyzed, and
expressive differences in results (if any) reported as follows. Care was also taken
to avoid the observer (or “Hawthorne”) effect [136] during the interactions. All
participants were consented prior to each interaction. The study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the University of Pennsylvania.

Figure 3.17: Experimental setup of the system in the common area. External
speakers were mounted on different locations to facilitate comprehension depending
on whether participants were standing up or seated. A ground mark distant 1m
was set to standardize interactions.

Discussion
According to Fig. 3.18 almost no participant had trouble seeing the robot, was
frustrated, upset or bored with it. No participant seemed scared or became unsteady during the interaction. Almost all participants talked back to the robot
when questioned by it, smiled (heard as a laugh) and seemed comfortable with it.
However, 44% of participants had trouble understanding the robot and 36% trouble hearing it. These were correlated, as participants often complained they could
not adequately hear the robot, despite maximum volume of the external speaker.
It was observed high background noise from the room’s television and employees
conversation. A surprising 77% of participants seemed uncomfortable during the
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interaction. Although not pain related (as only one participant reported pain), a
few factors could have contributed for this observation, specifically:
• The repetitiveness of a daily screening procedure (especially for the older
adults, since most were screened twice before arriving to the center)
• The inability to hear the robot and not knowing what to answer at times,
robot errors due to mispronunciation of names and words (Fig. 3.19).
• Possible embarrassment in answering to certain symptoms’ screening questions (namely “vomiting” and “diarrhea”).
With respect to the system’s usability (Fig. 3.20), the great majority of participants strongly agree they would use the robot frequently, were confident using
it, felt it was easy to use and its functions were well integrated. Participants also
think little to no prior knowledge or assistance would be needed before using the
robot, and found the system consistent and of low-complexity in general.

Figure 3.18: Observer survey results assessed by the research team during interactions.
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Figure 3.19: Observer survey results regarding the robot’s observations.

Figure 3.20: Agreement Scores for system usability, with 1 (strongly disagree) and
5 (strongly agree) scores.
General Observations
Participants were asked whether they would recommend the robot to a friend (Fig.
3.21 top). All employees answered positively and 94% of older adults would recommend the robot. When asked about their preference among different COVID-19
screening methods, employees preferred the robot over any other method, although
almost 30% did not have a strong opinion. For older adults, more than half preferred
human assessment over the robot, the latter in fact was rated the least screening
method preferred (11.8%). This is an interesting finding, since despite most older
adults recommended the robot, they would still prefer the human assessment over
it. Preference towards person over robot screening included arguments such as “a
person can handle the information”, “computers make mistakes”, “you can ask a
person a question”, “I can relate to a person” or “I am old-fashioned”. Arguments
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for robot screening were “it avoids physical contact”, “responses can be kept confidential” and “it is easy to interact”. A couple of participants would get closer to the
robot (speaker) to hear it but all participants complied with the physical boundaries
imposed by the interaction (e.g. staying behind the ground mark), useful indicator
for systems with optimal distance for voice or facial recognition. We also asked
subjects positive and negative aspects about the robot (Fig. 3.22). Being straight
to the point, friendly, call participants by their names and having a clear voice were
the most positive aspects. Most participants did not have any negative comments,
but difficulty hearing the robot was widely noticed.

Figure 3.21: (Top) Members (older adults) and employee’s response on recommending the robot and (bottom) preference towards different types of COVID-19
screening procedures.

Anecdotal Conclusions and Observations
• Getting older adult participants was difficult. The pandemic drastically limited the number of PACE members allowed inside the day center.
• The robot was not allowed in confined spaces (i.e. an office) and we had
to set it up in a common area. This resulted in excessive background noise
(such as television and employees’ conversations) challenging comprehension
for hearing impaired older adults.
• Placing the external speaker at different locations had an impact on the interaction. Specifically, when the device was placed to the right of one participant
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Figure 3.22: (Left) Positive and (Right) negative aspects of the robot interaction
by the participants.
(and to the left of Quori), when prompted to “look at me for five seconds while
I measure your temperature” by the robot, the participant turned towards the
speaker instead of the robot.
• Quori’s slow low pitch voice (to facilitate older adult’s understanding) seemed
to affect younger participants, as one commented “the robot talks too slow
and made me a little impatient”.
• Additional comments by participants considered the robot easy to speak with,
quick to interact, pleasant, and suggestions included more interactive movements and sense of humor.
Overall results indicate acceptance of the robot as a screening method, in view
of its easiness of use, direct and straight to the point behavior, as well as friendly
aspect, although the older adult population still preferred a person assessment instead. Despite additional speakers’ use, difficulty hearing the robot (especially
among older adults) was still noticeable, emphasizing the challenges in designing
social robots deployed at common areas and for different age groups.

3.2.3

Mobile Manipulation for an Interactive Physical Game

From our need finding and focus group study [137] a mobile manipulator robot that
could be used for fetching objects or provide assistance in leisure activities emerged
as important. The Savioke Relay mobile base was then modified by adding a lowcost two degree-of-freedom telescopic manipulator. This allowed the robot to have
a greater reachable workspace over other conventional manipulators (Fig. 3.23),
able to easily access objects in high cabinets or on the ground. The arm is also safe
and able to be operated close to humans, as its lightweight (1.5Kg), does not have
sharp edges, does not perform fast movements, without high torque manipulators.
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Figure 3.23: Demonstration of the arm capability in reaching different heights with
its telescopic feature.
System Description
The same mobile base deployed in [109] was adopted and modified in this present
work. The manipulation task requirements were established based on our previous
work [137, 69] and can be summarized as:
• Arm able to reach down to the ground, retrieve objects weighing up to 2 lbs,
and hand them to a nearby human.
• Manipulate objects in limited workspaces in a PACE Center, such as common
areas and kitchen.
• Safely be operated around elders and staff in a PACE Center and so avoid
sharp edges, fast motions, or heavy high torque manipulators.
The Arm
Based on these requirements, we have chosen a two DOF manipulator that utilizes
the spiral zipper extension technology [30] with a single rotational joint. This
configuration is advantageous for its affordability and low-complexity. The spiralzipper arm is light weight, retractable and human safe even if it comes in contact
with a person. The arm can retract into a canister when not in use, improving
the robot’s ability to avoid collisions in dynamic or cluttered environments. Most
of its components are laser-cut or 3D printed ABS plastic and there are only two
actuators. The arm itself costs about $1000.
The arm’s rotational joint is actuated via a single tether that runs to the top
of the arm (Fig. 3.24). When the cable retracts, the arm is rotated upward. The
effective workspace is about 120 degrees where resting position is straight down. The
arm can extend up to 80 cm, and retract to 20 cm (Fig 3.26). To evenly distribute
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Figure 3.24: Degrees of Freedom of the arm (continuous arrows). The tethers
attached to the arm are shown as dashed arrows.
the load along the arm column, additional cables were routed underneath to the
end of the arm, as it can be seen on Fig. 3.24. The cables run directly to a pair of
constant force springs (simulating a 2lb load) that balance the moment produced
by the top cable on the column and makes the spiral zipper mechanism perform
more robustly.
The mechanism (see Fig. 3.25) is driven upward by a motor embedded at the
center of the meshing block, which we call the slider. The motor interfaces with
the band via a rubberized omniwheel oriented along the axis of the helix. The
omniwheel rollers grip the band as it rotates by, spinning it upward. The rollers on
the omniwheel then passively counter-rotate downward in order to maintain vertical
position relative to the motor. Because the system operates on the basis of friction,
if the band is under a heavy load, the friction wheels will slip on the surface of the
band and the band will not rotate upward acting as a clutch.
Consequently, we included the ability to adjust the normal force between band
and wheel to guarantee that the transmissible torque through the wheel to the band
is higher than the expected downward load on the arm itself. As seen on Fig. 3.25
(right), this can be expressed by:
1X
Ti li sin 2θ > Fn R
(3.2.1)
2
The advantage of this particular style of manipulator is its simplicity and safety.
The arm does not possess more DOF than necessary. Between the two DOF embedded in the design plus and two from the Savioke base itself, the arm can reach
any object in its direct field of view (Fig. 3.27).
Finally, the arm is easy to retract into a low profile which is a useful attribute
X

τi =
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Figure 3.25: ((Left) Spiral zipper arm extension. The DC Motor spins a rubberized
omniwheel, locked frictionally to the zipper band. Rollers on the omniwheel allow
band to extend as the system rotates. (Right) Torque distribution on the arm.
in the cluttered living environments people often inhabit. The robot can travel
in these environments more easily without increasing the chances of the system
bumping into or getting caught on its surroundings. The extension is also useful
since it can reach over cluttered spaces to pick up a desired object from far away
without having to come up with a strategy to get closer without bumping into
things.
The End-Effectors
With the purpose of facilitating robot interaction with older adults during manipulation, and investigate different designs for future deployments, we used two
end-effectors. The first (Fig. 3.28 left and center) facilitates magnetically grasping
items with embedded ferrous material using neodymium (Nd) magnets distributed
as an array along the laser cut ABS shape, along with springs mounted for passive
compliance. For tasks such as fetching single objects on the floor or on high cabinets
and handing them off to the elders, we used a custom-made conventional 1 DOF
two-fingered gripper with a 1 DOF wrist (Fig. 3.28 right). This 2 DOF prehensile
end-effector is 3d-printed and uses Dynamixel Mx-106 motors as actuators.
Game set-up and Methods
The corn-toss game was modified to facilitate robot interactions. A ramp was added
under the game board to keep bags from getting trapped underneath. Toss bags
were filled with a ferrous material (380g total mass) to be magnetically grasped
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Figure 3.26: Spiral zipper arm extension, from l1 = 20cm to l2 = 80cm.
by the non-prehensile end-effector. Cameras were mounted on the robot and at
the corner of the room to capture every aspect of the interactions. The robot
was teleoperated to hand the bean bags to the older adult and each game was
done in pairs, two older adults at a time, inducing competitiveness and increasing
engagement.
To test the manipulator’s ability to reach different heights, the bean bags were
retrieved from high cabinets, brought to the elder, tossed by the older adult and
retrieved from the ground. Four different interaction scenarios were proposed for
comparison purposes and to avoid possible order effects (Fig. 3.30 and 3.31):
• First: No assistance during the game, the older adult would fetch the bean
bag from the cabinet and the floor.
• Second: Caregiver assistance in fetching the bags before and after being
tossed.
• Third: Robot assistance in fetching the bean bags before and after being
tossed using Gripper 1 end-effector (non-prehensile grasp)
• Fourth: Robot assistance in fetching the bean bags before and after being
tossed using Gripper 2 end-effector (two degrees of freedom)
The experimental setup is shown on Fig. 3.29. All deployments took place
at a PACE center in Pennsylvania. As in our previous work, all subjects were
consented and their confidentiality was maintained. The study was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of the University of Pennsylvania.
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Figure 3.27: The controlled mechanism and respective DOF of the system.
Subjects
In total, 18 older adults participated in the corntoss game (see the demographics
in Table 3.7). This PACE center includes more than 450 older adults eligible for
Medicaid and Medicare whose education level ranged between an 8th-12th grade.
Their access to technology was limited, though all older adults had a cellphone.
Most older adults reported exercising daily (see Table 3.6). Every participant was
consented, recorded by two different cameras and reactions evaluated by an observer
in the scene. Observation criteria included facial expression, physical engagement
and participation, task completion, robot errors, request for robot to return by the

Figure 3.28: End-effectors used for the study: (left and center) a magnetic gripper
with no actuators and springs for passive compliance, named ”Gripper 1“ and (right)
a conventional 2 DOF angular gripper (λ aperture and σ the wrist joint), named
”Gripper 2“.
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Figure 3.29: Study setup at the PACE center. The bean bags were initially placed in
the cabinet and a ramp was added under the board to eject beanbags and facilitate
its retrieval by the robot.
older adult and observer intervention.
Each older adult completed a Mini Mental Status Examination [46] and was
capable of giving inform consent. The 18 participants were grouped into pairs for
the game. The two end-effectors from Fig. 3.28 were separately used for retrieving
the bean bags on the floor or on cabinets and to transfer them to the older adult.
Table 3.7: Fourth Deployment Demographics
Gender
Age
Race

Male 7
55-65 5
African American 18

Female 11
66-75 9
Other 0

Total 18
75 or older 4
Total 18

Results
In Fig. 3.32, general observer results are shown, with data collected by the observer
during every interaction following the criteria described in the previous section.
Despite robot errors occurring in more than half of the interactions, very few older
adults seemed scared, tired or complained of pain when interacting with the robot.
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Figure 3.30: Different scenarios for retrieving the bean bag for the game (a) Solely
by the elder and (b) With caregiver help.

Figure 3.31: Robot assistance during the game for (a) retrieving the bean bags from
the cabinet (b) from the ground after tossed by the elder (c) handing it off to the
elder.
Four participants were unable to retrieve the bean bags either from the floor
or cabinets, while others needed help stabilizing themselves when reaching. Many
participants complained that the robot was too slow, but were patient and waited
for the robot to release the bean bags to allow them to complete the game. High
levels of competitiveness among the older adults were observed during every game.
Most became upset if they did not score, others celebrated enthusiastically when
they did score (Fig. 3.33). General observations about the corntoss game can be
seen in Fig. 3.34. Despite considering 18 older adults for the study, one older adult
did not meet the mini-mental status examination standards and was not included
when analysing the following results.
Most elders agreed that the robot was simple and easy to interact with, feeling
comfortable and satisfied with it. Even though the participants complained about
the robot speed, a high score was attributed to completing the game quickly and
efficiently with the robot (see Fig. 3.35). As shown in Fig. 3.36, different levels
of assistance during the game were investigated and, as expected, the game was
rated the easiest when assisted by a caregiver. For example, when users were asked
how difficult was the process of retrieving the bean bags from the floor compared
to themselves or with assistance they rated 1.70 for playing the game without as42

Figure 3.32: General observations of participants interacting with the robot from
the point of view of the observer (percentages of from N = 17).

Figure 3.33: Older adults celebrating when scoring in the game
sistance, compared to 1.0 with human assistance, 1.67 with the robot assistance
using Gripper 1 and 2.03 for assistance by the robot using Gripper 2. Retrieving
and tossing the bean bags in the hole was the most difficult for the older adults
to do independently, though this was improved when assisted by a caregiver or the
robot using Gripper 1, possibly due to the non-prehensile grasp of Gripper 1, which
allowed for a facile retrieval of the bean bags by the older adults. Gripper 2 had
a higher difficulty score when retrieving the floor bean bags, likely due to the extended time needed for the arm to grasp the object. In this gripper two degrees of
freedom had to be controlled, Unlike Gripper1, which had none. However, Gripper
1 was rated more difficult in retrieving the bean bags from the cabinet, likely due
to the restricted degrees of freedom in achieving a desirable grasping configuration.
Lastly, the older adults considered tossing the bean bags in the hole and competing
with another person slightly easier when the game was assisted by the robot, compared to the caregiver assistance or no assistance at all. This can be an indicator
on how to use robots in such physical game tasks.
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Figure 3.34: General observations of participants interacting with the robot while
playing the corntoss game, from the point of view of the observer (Total participants
N = 17).
Discussion
Numerous studies have explored robotic manipulation in assisting older adults with
their ADLs, as in [126],[163] and [153] proposing different service robots to grasp
and manipulate objects as well as different evaluation methods. The robot in [126]
is capable of autonomous grasping and validation is done in an experimental setup. In[153] the robot is teleoperated by a non-user and no evaluation studies were
done. In [28] the user, with certain motor impairment, teleoperated the robot in a
home setting using a head-tracker cursor as input device. Others studies explored
virtual games as tools for cognitive stimulus in older adults [68], [85], [83], but little
attention has been given to the system deployment at elder care facilities. To the
authors’knowledge, this is the first study in which a mobile manipulation platform
was used in a PACE setting with older adult participants, with a physical activity
based of a game investigating older adult’s interaction at different levels, including
direct interaction with the robot. Different methods for handing off objects to older
adults were also analyzed considering prehensile and non-prehensile grasping methods using two different end-effectors. The novel low-cost manipulation hardware
was employed and also verified during the deployment and from observer’s notes
and post-interaction surveys with older adults overall scores indicated the best case
application of the system in interacting with the participants.
As a result of the study, it was observed users enjoyed playing with the robot,
as also demonstrated by the literature with companion robots [152, 1]. Users complained about speed of the robot, which was slow due to the manipulator speed,
in particular with the configuration using Gripper 2. Previous work [144] discusses
the importance of speed tracking for interaction with older adults. Another unex44

Figure 3.35: Average Agreement score, where the participant scored in a scale from
1 to 7 how much they agreed with different statements (1 meaning strongly disagree
and 7 strongly agree). The number of participants that responded to each of the
question varied and was taken into account when calculating the average (total
participants was N = 17).
pected outcome was the type of gripper affecting speed and user perception, which
was not discussed by the literature, It was expected that a gripper with a more
intuitive, prehensile motion should be better accepted by the elders, but effectiveness was apparently a more valuable requisite. In addition, even though the robot
was rated worse than a human for assistance in the game, users were able to see
how the robot would be a game companion, since different scenarios for the game
assistance were proposed, also not previously found in the literature. On one hand,
as human assistance represented the best case in assisting the game, getting the
robot as good as a human helper, or how good enough is enough not to trigger
dissatisfaction is a theme that could be explored. On the other hand, the robot
was better rated to accomplish a task, compared to no assistance, in most cases
except in the cabinet retrieval task. This can be interpreted as an opportunity for
improving the robot’s ability and acceptance in precisely manipulating and handing
off objects to the older adults even when considering the limitations of the platform
(specifically the manipulator) such as the restrictive number of degrees of freedom
(limiting the general motion and dexterity of the robot) as direct consequence of
the expected affordability of the platform. An important question arises from these
deployments: Can affordable systems using low-complexity methods be deployed
in real world applications and successfully perform complex manipulation tasks?
Two perspectives can be considered when attempting to answer this question: the
task and the agent. For the task, this would represent whether the “instruments”
(interpreted as objects of interest) can be modified to ease manipulation tasks,
given the platform limitations. For the agent, whether novel hardware mechanisms
and methods can be developed to account for various scenarios in addition to its
own mobility and affordability constraints. We attempted to focus on the latter,
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Figure 3.36: Average difficulty scores, where the participant scored in a scale from
1 (no difficulty) to 5 (high difficulty) how difficult each of the statements were. The
number of participants that responded to each of the question varied and was taken
into account when calculating the average. Total participants was N = 17.
while the former can be further explored as future work. As it follows, affordability
and low-complexity will be investigated at the end-effector level, and methods and
designs will be proposed aiming to address this emerging question.
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Chapter 4
Affordable Low-Complexity
Manipulation
The need assessment from Chapter 3 informed the necessity and efficacy of affordable, low complexity systems in performing complex tasks in real world applications, specifically aiding older adults in their ADLs and IADLs. As also observed,
the type of end-effector has direct impact on the HRI for manipulations tasks. For
older adults, the less complex the end-effector (and therefore more intuitive the interaction), the more acceptable it would be. To explore such findings, this Chapter
investigates affordable end-effector designs with minimum complexity and how to
combine these in manipulation tasks considered important by the need assessment
with stakeholders.
Low-cost and low-complexity manipulation can be approached from a hardware
and a task perspective. From a hardware level, low-cost manipulation would consider low-complexity end-effectors to achieve complicated tasks, such as throwing
an object. This is an alternative to the conventional notions of grasp fixture (form
and force closure). From a task perspective, low-cost manipulation can use the
environment as means to achieve motions such as reorienting a part, or regrasping
an object by in-hand manipulation. To investigate low-complexity applications, a
conventional task of pick-in-place manipulation is chosen.

4.1

Pick-in-Place Manipulation (PnP)

A robotic object picking through in-hand manipulation using end-effectors with no
internal mobility is proposed. Fig. 4.1 depicts this scenario in which the robot is
picking the cylindrical object with the non-functioning parallel-jaw gripper (thus no
internal mobility). This lack of mobility implies that generally it can be impossible
to (1) control contact positions and contact wrenches and (2) guarantee desired
grasp properties such as force- or form-closure. While objects have been shown to
be stable with just two frictionless contacts [2], transitioning from grasps to release
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such as picking up or placing an object can be complicated. The proposed scenario
can be practically important for affordable low-complexity robotic manipulation.
Costs of robotic grippers are often determined by the number of actuators. Endeffectors with no internal mobility are simple and will use zero actuators (and thus
no actuator cost). The scenario is also closely related to the important issue of
robotic dexterity. For example, consider the parallel-jaw gripper, which may be
by far the mostly used robotic end-effector. Although parallel-jaw gripping can
be stable (it is well known that a grasp of two contacts that oppose each other
can resist any external wrench applied to the object), it is necessary to impart
sufficiently large internal forces to secure the object. The typical failure modes
of parallel-jaw grippers thus include: object slippage due to insufficient internal
forces, object damage from too large internal forces, and inability to make two
contacts opposing each other (for example, due to limited range of joint motion). A
more adaptive approach that depends less on frictional forces (and in turn, internal
forces) and exact contact positioning will address those issues and render robotic
manipulation more dexterous and practical.
A novel robotic in-hand manipulation technique for picking objects off a flat surface with an end-effector that can be abstracted as a collection of two point fingers
with fixed separation distance is introduced. The end-effector thus lacks internal
mobility and has to be controlled passively. The resulting operation incorporates
tipping and regrasping as can be seen in Fig. 4.1. It will be shown how the object
can be in static equilibrium with the two end-effector contacts that do not necessarily oppose each other. This technique can be applied to a wide range of scenarios,
for example, it can complement the common parallel-jaw gripping by addressing
the issues aforementioned. The picking technique can also be directly applied to
placing objects back on a flat surface.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.1: (a)–(f) The robot is picking the snack carton through tipping and
regrasping with the zero DOF end-effector – a parallel-jaw gripper that does not
close.

4.1.1

Problem Description and Assumptions

The problem to be addressed concerns the planning and control for quasistatic
object picking. The target object is assumed to be initially placed on a flat surface
and the direction of gravity is normal to the surface. The objects of interest have
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convex shape, long profile geometries with the longest dimension perpendicular to
the contact surface. Therefore, for a conical object represented on the plane as an
isosceles triangle for instance, the initial state has the base of the object in contact
with the surface, as opposed to the legs. Other initial configurations of the object
are proposed as future work. The end-effector is assumed to provide two contacts,
as the common parallel-jaw gripper. Unlike parallel-jaw gripping, however, the
problem entails more conservative scenarios in which it is not possible to control
the distance between the two end-effector contacts, and thus to squeeze objects
and attain force-closure grasps. The aim is to develop a method for picking objects
through quasistatic in-hand manipulation with such simple end-effectors as depicted
in Fig. 4.1. This can be practically important in case, for example, failing actuated
grippers become frozen and it is impossible to exert sufficiently large internal forces
(consider gripping a slippery, cone-shaped object with a parallel-jaw gripper).

Figure 4.2: The 3D truncated cone and the 2D trapezoidal object are in contact
with three external contacts at C1 , C2 , and P in (a) and (b), respectively. Our endeffector is abstracted as a collection of two contacts {C1 , C2 |δ is constant}. The
objects are supported by the ground at P . Each contact is shown with its friction
cone.
The proposed scenario involves three contacts: two contacts with the endeffector plus one contact with the environment (Fig. 4.2(a)). According to screw
theory [64], one approach to attaining static equilibrium with the three resultant
contact wrenches and the wrench of gravity is to keep them necessarily co-planar.
Motivated by this, the problem of object picking on the plane as described in
Fig. 4.2(b) is to be investigated. The target object is a rigid polygon, moving
on the plane, and placed stably on a flat surface, modeled as a sufficiently long line
segment. An end-effector is then abstracted as a collection of two contact points
whose distance is fixed; thus it is unable to squeeze an object by itself. Contacts on
the object are modeled as point contacts with friction [111].The object desired state
is to lie stable within the end-effector, that is, between the two contacts, during
the picking operation, although some strong notions such as form-closure will not
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be attainable due to the lack of mobility and sufficient number of contacts. The
goal state features a stable grasp under the influence of gravity.The generalization
of the resulting planar operation to three-dimensional picking problems will also be
considered.

4.1.2

Tipping, Regrasping, and Picking with Two Contacts
at Fixed Distance

This section presents the manipulation planning for the planar picking problem
described in Sec. 4.1.1. The proposed approach features three types of atomic
operations, arranged into a feasible manipulation plan for object picking. Properties
of the manipulation planning are also discussed.

Figure 4.3: Picking the polygonal object with two point contacts at fixed distance (δ
remains constant). The blue (red) arrows represent the frictionless contact wrenches
(gravity). (a) Initially on the object, there are two point contacts, C1 and C2 ,
with the end-effector and one line contact with the ground. (b) The object is
tipping CCW. The object is in stable equilibrium even with frictionless contact
wrenches: according to moment labeling [98], the composite wrench cone of the
contact wrenches (the + labeled gray set) can resist gravity. (c) When the CoM is
right above P , the object is marginally stable in that gravity can be balanced by a
wrench on the boundary of the composite wrench cone. (d) The object is tipping
CCW about the next pivot Q with the new grasp {C1 , C20 }. This motion terminates
when C1 hits the ground. Static equilibrium is maintained. (e) The object can be
lifted up with the frictional grasp {C1 , C2 }. In (b), (c), and (d), the object can be
in static equilibrium even with the frictionless contact wrenches.

Atomic Operations
The three types of atomic operations for tipping polygonal objects over under the
influence of gravity, with an end-effector making a non-antipodal contact pair at
fixed distance can be defined. Without loss of generality, it is assumed the object’s
rotation is counterclockwise (CCW).
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Type I Tipping With a nonantipodal contact pair, our end-effector can make
two types of grasps in terms of the sign of the moments it can exert (see Lemma
1). For example, as can be seen in Fig. 4.3(b), the moment of the contact force
couple at C1 and C2 can point in the positive (negative in Fig. 4.3(d)) z-direction.
In Type I Tipping, the object is tipped CCW by the grasp that can impart positive
z-directional moments (Fig. 4.3(b)).
Type II Tipping In Type II Tipping, the object is tipped CCW by the grasp
that can impart negative z-directional moments (Fig. 4.3(d)).
Regrasping In Regrasping, the end-effector is rotated about one of the contact
points. As a result of the regrasping, the sign of the moment of the contact forces
switches.
These operations are exhaustive in terms of the relative position between the
object’s center of mass (CoM) and the vertex about which it rotates, as will be
explained in the following subsection.
Planning for Picking
Given the contact location, the progress of the planning method shall be explained
using Fig. 4.3 where the object rotates CCW monotonically, without loss of generality. The first step is to determine where to make contacts and how to acquire
the contacts (Fig. 4.3(a)). As in parallel-jaw gripping, our end-effector is supposed
to make two point contacts on an object’s edge pair where it is possible to have an
antipodal grasp, whose two contacts can “see each other by a line inside both friction
cones” [92]. Such an edge pair (for example, a parallel edge pair) can be found by a
combinatorial search in O(n2 ) time for an n-sided polygonal object [147]. Since antipodal frictional contacts determine planar force closure grasps [114]), what remains
is to determine whether the non-antipodal type grasps lead to a static equilibrium
state. Algorithm 1 takes as input the coordinates of n discretized points qk and
rj of a pair of edges (pi pi+1 and pn−1 pn ) respectively on a convex two-dimensional
polygon and its center of gravity, and returns a collection of grasps that can result
in equilibrium, represented by the location of the frictional contacts and the object
orientation (qk , rj , θi ) respectively. It can also run in O(n2 ) time, with n number of
discretized points on the pair of edges. The detailed description follows:

4.1.3

Algorithm for Grasp Synthesis

Lines 4-5: Force closure grasps between two edges can be determined by a set of
constraints that assures the line connecting the contacts lies within their respective
friction cones [7], or
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Algorithm 1 Grasp-Synthesis
Input: coordinates of n points, p1 , · · · , pn (the end points of two edges, pi pi+1
and pn−1 pn , and the center of gravity, pg ).
Output: triples, (qk , rj , θi ) - grasps that can be made equilibrium.
1: Discretize each pair of edges into a collection of m vertices: {qi |qi ∈ pi pi+1 }
and {ri |ri ∈ pn−1 pn }; discretize [0, π) into a collection of angle vales, {θi }.
Place (qk , rj ) along edges pi pi+1 and pn−1 pn respectively
2: for each discretized vertices qk do
3:
for each discretized vertices rj do
4:
if (qk , rj ) is an antipodal grasp then
5:
Label (qk , rj ) as Force-Closure Grasp.
6:
else
7:
for each angle value θi do
8:
if (qk , rj , θi ) can be in equilibrium then
9:
Label (qk , rj , θi ) as Non-Antipodal Feasible Grasp.
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for


(nk − µn⊥

k ) ⊗ (qk − rj ) > 0


(n − µn⊥ ) ⊗ (q − r ) < 0
k
k
j
k
⊥

(nj − µnj ) ⊗ (rj − qk ) > 0



(nj − µn⊥
j ) ⊗ (rj − qk ) < 0

j, k = 1 · · · n

(4.1.1)

where ⊗ represents the 2D cross-product (or determinant in R2 ), nk and nj are the
contact normals with respect to point fingers qk and rj respectively and n⊥ is the
unit vector perpendicular to n, with n ⊗ n⊥ = 1.
Lines 8-9: If the triple (qk , rj , θi ) is in equilibrium, label the grasp as a nonantipodal feasible grasp.
To determine the feasibility of non-antipodal grasps, denote the equality constraints fi (x), which include the net normal and friction forces and moments acting
on the system, and inequality constraints hi (x) representing the friction cones at
the point fingers. A uniform friction coefficient µ is assumed for all object edges.
By considering the objective function identically zero, the optimal value will either
be zero (for a non-empty feasible set) or ∞ for an empty feasible set. We can satisfy
the system constraints by considering the following feasibility problem:
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Figure 4.4: Mapping of force-closure and non-antipodal feasible regions for frictional
coefficients of µ = 0.3 and µ = 0.9 respectively. The contact P2 is fixed while
analyzing the possible contact locations for contact P1 (gi ). The graph indicates
by vertical lines the desired location for placing a second contact given the first.
For instance, g1 , g2 are inside the force-closure region, and the pair P1 (g1 )P2 or
P1 (g2 )P2 constitute a force-closure grasp, while g2 , g3 represents a non-antipodal
feasible region and P1 (g3 )P2 a non-antipodal feasible grasp with the force of gravity.
Therefore, the feasible grasp region is amplified from considering force-closure grasps
only by adding the non-antipodal region, which does not translate in force closure
but still allows the object to be manipulated.

minimize f T x
subject to Ax ≤ b
Aeq xeq = beq

(4.1.2)

where we define:

Aeq




T
f = 01x4 , x = nk µnk nj µnj




−1 0
w(µ) 03x2
A=
, w(µ) = −µ 1 
03x2 w(µ)
−µ −1

T
− cos θ − sin θ (cos θqky − sin θqkx )
 − sin θ cos θ
(sin θqky + cos θqkx ) 

=
 cos θ
sin θ
(sin θrjx + cos θrjy ) 
− sin θ cos θ (− sin θrjy + cos θrjx )
T

T

b = 01x6 , beq = 0 wg wg xcm

with 0ixj non-square zero matrices ixj, wg the weight of the object, qk = (qkx , qky ),
rj = (rjx , rjy ) and xcm the moment arms of contacts qk , rj and of the center of mass
respectively. By solving this feasibility problem, we can determine whether a given
configuration satisfies or not the physical constraints for static equilibrium.
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Considering the assumption that no motion between the end-effector and object
occurs, the output of the algorithm can be used to determine the initial placement
of the contact pair on the object. As seen in Fig. 4.4, for a fixed contact at edge
AB, the second contact at edge CD could occur anywhere (shown as vertical lines in
the graphs) between g1 and g2 (in blue, constituting a force-closure grasp region),
or between g2 and at the furthest right g3 (in red, determining a non-antipodal
feasible location). For this example, the regions are symmetric with respect to
the perpendicular line thorough the center-of-mass, and as expected the larger the
friction cone the larger the possibility for a force-closure grasp region, but there will
still be possibility for non-antipodal feasible grasps. As a result, the end-effector
capabilities can be extended and made more dexterous by allowing feasible grasps
outside the force-closure grasping region, or contacts not necessarily opposing each
other.
The two contact positions on each edge is selected so that their distance equals to
δ, the distance between the two contact points of the end-effector. The end-effector
is then position-controlled to follow a feasible path into the contact positions. Next,
the atomic operations are performed sequentially to roll the object CCW until the
inward pointing contact normal at the contact C1 is anti-parallel to the force of
gravity (Fig. 4.3(e)). The position of the object’s CoM relative to the contact
normal at the ground contact determines which action to take. If the CoM is
on the right (left) half plane delimited by the contact normal, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.3(b) (Fig. 4.3(d)), the end-effector is controlled to perform Type I Tipping
(Type II Tipping). If the CoM is on the line of the contact normal (Fig. 4.3(c)), the
end-effector is controlled to perform Regrasping from grasp {C1 , C2 } to {C1 , C20 }. If
other edge of the object hits the ground in the meantime, the motion proceeds with
the new pivot (see the pivot changes from P to Q between Fig. 4.3(c) and (d)). Thus,
during the whole manipulation process the pivot can switch at most n times for an
n-sided polygonal object. Finally, at most one Regrasping may be needed in order
to properly counteract the moment of gravity before lifting the object: for example,
between Fig. 4.3(d) and (e), the grasp has changed from {C1 , C20 } to {C1 , C2 } before
the lifting-up happens. During the tipping and regrasping operations and upon the
termination of the process, the contact forces can properly counteract gravity; thus
the object remains in static equilibrium (see Lemma 1). The manipulation process
should terminate and can be applied to any polygonal shape that admits antipodal
grasps (see Lemma 2). Furthermore, because two distinct poles of rotation (one for
the tipping, the other for the regrasping) suffice for the operations, it is possible
to implement the picking process using a position-controlled robot arm with two
DOF. Two types of implementation can be considered: reactive control based on
force feedback and deliberative control by planning in advance (see Sec. 4.2).
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Discussion
The following lemma shows that the object remains in static equilibrium during the
manipulation; thus it is possible to execute the picking operation in a quasistatic
manner.
Lemma 4.1.1. During the manipulation process stated in Sec. 4.1.2, an object can
be in static equilibrium with two point contacts on an edge pair that can accommodate
antipodal grasps.
Proof. First, static equilibrium during the tipping operation can be checked. If the
two end-effector contacts are antipodal, they form a force-closure [111] grasp that
can be in static equilibrium. Otherwise (with two nonantipodal contacts), the two
contacts alone cannot be in force-closure because they fail to be in torque-closure
[112], that is, the moments of the two contact forces are necessarily unilateral and
the sign is determined by their relative position. Still, the two contacts are in forcedirection closure [112], where the contact wrenches span the space of all forces. No
matter where the contacts are located on the edges, the condition of force-direction
closure is invariant. According to the description of Type I/II Tipping, the signs
of (1) the moment of gravity with respect to the pivot and (2) the moment of the
contact force couple are always opposite. Therefore, the system of all wrenches can
be in torque-closure and this in turn implies force-closure and possibility of static
equilibrium.
Second, during the regrasping, the ground contact and one of the two endeffector contacts are able to exert wrenches counteracting the wrench of gravity.
In Fig. 4.5(a), the friction cones define a band (see the orange set) between the
two supporting hyperplanes (parallel to the direction of gravity) of the two convex
regions that are the composite wrench cone. As long as the line of the force of
gravity remains in the band, the object can be in static equilibrium. The finite size
of the band implies the regrasping operation can be performed with some robustness
in the actual orientation of the object. Third, at the terminating condition, the line
of the contact normal at C1 is supporting the composite wrench cone because it is
delimited by the edges of the friction cone at C1 (Fig. 4.5(b)). At the same time,
the contact normal is parallel to the wrench of gravity. Therefore the wrench of
gravity can be spanned by the composite wrench cone.
By taking advantage of frictional contact forces, the whole process can actually
be terminated before the terminating condition is satisfied exactly. This is because
the composite wrench cone is pointed at C1 as can be seen in Fig. 4.5(b). Therefore
the contact normal at C1 does not have to be necessarily parallel to the force of
gravity. During the tipping operations, if the center of rotation of the end-effector
is on the pivot (P or Q in Fig. 4.3), then it is possible to tip over the object with
no sliding. If the pole is off the pivot, the object will slide both on the ground and
the end-effector while tipping over; contact mode analysis shows that it is feasible
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: The +/− labeled gray sets represent the composite wrench cone of the
contact wrenches with Coulomb friction according to the moment labeling technique
when (a) there is one contact with the ground at P and one contact with the endeffector at C1 ; and (b) the tipping operation terminates.
without losing static equilibrium. While it is possible to tip over an object with only
one point contact, with two contacts it is possible to rely less on frictional forces
and exact contact positioning as discussed in the proof of Lemma 1. In contrast,
in one-contact object tipping, friction and contact positioning is critical [88]. In
our two-contact manipulation, it is also possible to retain the object within the
end-effector, which is impossible with only one contact.
The following lemma shows that the picking operation can be applied to a wide
range of shapes.
Lemma 4.1.2. The manipulation process stated in Sec. 4.1.2 terminates for any
polygonal shape that admits antipodal grasps.
Proof. A polygonal object is in contact with a sufficiently large flat surface only at
the vertices on its convex hull. Therefore the object keeps turning CCW by the
manipulation process of Sec. 4.1.2 because it is impossible for concave vertices to
make contact with the surface (Fig. 4.6). The angle between the contact normal at
C1 and the force of gravity changes monotonically and thus the motion terminates.
Departing from the two-dimensional polygonal object model, our technique can
be applied to three-dimensional objects by effectively suppressing the motions off the
plane, for example, using curved fingers as investigated in our previous work [138].
This point shall be demonstrated in the next section with experiments performed
with essentially prisms and objects with rotational symmetry, a class of object
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Figure 4.6: Demonstration of how the angle αi changes monotonically for polygonal objects that admit antipodal grasps until the process terminates, according to
Lemma 4.1.2
shapes which may be found in various human-robot interaction scenarios, as well
as industrial applications. The picking technique can also be applied to object
placing, by reversing the picking motion in a quasistatic manner. Experiments will
demonstrate both applications.
The lemmas above imply that our object picking technique with the passive,
zero DOF end-effector model can be as complete as two-dimensional parallel-jaw
gripping in the sense that it can be executed by two contacts on an edge pair
accommodating parallel-jaw grasps (that is, antipodal grasps). This method can
also generalize the way common parallel-jaw grippers are used by (1) not depending
on antipodal contacts (thus no need to search for feasible antipodal grasps and less
sensitive to sensing/positioning accuracy), (2) not squeezing the objects (thus no
need to control contact/friction forces), and (3) adapting the shape of the gripper
fingers. This approach can thus be applied even to a failing parallel-jaw gripper,
which is not able to squeeze objects, to do successful object picking. But, the
object may roll on its convex hull until the tipping operation terminates and the
regrasping actions will need sufficiently large free space, which can render endeffector accessibility and reachability check harder than parallel-jaw gripping.

4.2

Implementation and Experimentation

For experimentation, we propose a custom-made direct-drive arm capable of joint
torque sensing and a state machine software built upon the model of mechanics
discussed in Sec. 4.1.2. Sec. 4.2.1 introduces the hardware and software system and
Sec. 4.2.2 presents experiments for object picking and placing performed with the
direct-drive arm. The state machine software enabled the arm to transition between
Type I/II Tipping and Regrasping actions in an autonomous manner through joint
torque feedback. Experiments with a conventional 7 DOF manipulator are also
presented in Sec. 4.2.3. See Fig. 4.14 for the objects used here.
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4.2.1

Direct-Drive Arm: Hardware and Software

Motor M2
Motor M1

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7: (a) CAD exploded view showing two motors, a parallelogram linkage
(the black links), and two white rigid body fingers constituting a zero DOF endeffector. The motor axes are collinear. (b) Set-up implementation. (c) Two different
types of end-effector configuration adopted.

Object Picking
A two DOF arm using a parallelogram five-bar linkage with a closed-loop kinematic
chain (Fig. 4.7) was developed; similar approaches can be seen in [8]. Its two DOF
motions are composed of one DOF internal deformation and the rigid body rotation
of the parallelogram itself. The links are laser-cut ABS plastic. 3D-printed, single
rigid body fingers can be attached to the arm linkage using mechanical adapters. We
employ direct-drive actuation. Two iPower GBM6212H-150T brushless DC motors
(torque limit: 0.5Nm) are directly coupled to two links of the parallelogram linkage,
with no gearbox. If the two motors, denoted M1 and M2 (Fig. 4.7(a)), spin with
the same angular velocity, the parallelogram linkage performs rigid body rotation.
If M2 spins solely, the parallelogram is deformed. The motors are controlled by
IQinetics IQ-MC-17-15-24C-H motor controllers1 running a PID controler at 2 kHz
and commutation frequency at 22 kHz, with a high resolution position sensing
capability (12 bits or 4096 counts per revolution). The direct-drive arm is capable
of reliable joint torque sensing with no explicit torque sensor [118], and thus enables
low-cost, autonomous manipulation in a reactive manner. The torque on the motors
is calculated from their current readings, with ±20% estimated errors due to noise
and friction at the joints. Serial communication with the motors is realized using
FTDI USB to serial UART. Matlab software was used for communicating with
the motors and implementing functions for not only low-level torque calculation
1

http://iqinetics.com/
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but also in-hand manipulation capabilities. The operation can be explained using
the abstraction of a finite state machine, also can be seen in [74, 86, 45], with the
following four states:
Regrasp CCW The arm rotates the end-effector CCW about one of the two
fingers.
Regrasp CW The arm rotates the end-effector CW about one of the two fingers.
Tip The arm itself rotates CCW.
Lift The arm translates the end-effector upward by deforming the parallelogram
linkage.
The organization of these states can be customized to suit the purpose of experiments (that is, object picking or placing), as will be elaborated as follows.

4.2.2

Experiments with the Direct-Drive Arm
start

Regrasp CCW

A1

A0

D0 B1
Lift

Tip
C0
B0
Regrasp CW

Figure 4.8: Finite state machine for object picking. Its operation terminates in
“Lift” state.

A0
A1
B0
B1
C0
D0

:τM2
:τM2
:τM1
:τM1
:τM2
:τM2

> 0.12, and θM1 = 0
> 0.12, and θM1 > 0
+ τM2 − τM < 0.04
+ τM2 − τM > 0.35, and θM1 < π/2
> 0.085
< 0.06

(4.2.1)
(4.2.2)
(4.2.3)
(4.2.4)
(4.2.5)
(4.2.6)

Fig. 4.8 represents the software for object picking mode, implementing the planning in Sec. 4.1.2. A precondition regarding the initial placement of the fingers
is necessary: one of the two fingers is already in contact with the object. This
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is because the 2 DOF arm lacks sufficient mobility to address general path planning/trajectory following scenarios. This can be relaxed by using, for example, a
conventional 6 DOF industrial arm. Given the precondition, the finite state machine of Fig. 4.8 is executed. First, in Regrasp CCW state the end-effector is rotated
until the condition of edge label A0 is satisfied (this is the moment when the other
finger also makes contact with the object). Then in Tip state the arm rotates CCW
until B0 is satisfied (at this moment the CoM is on the line of the contact normal at
the ground contact). Next, after the regrasping is done (C0 ) in Regrasp CW state,
the arm rotates CCW again in Tip state. If B1 is satisfied, we enter Lift state. If
the lifting operation is unsuccessful (D0 ), the state is transitioned to Regrasp CCW
before attempting to lift again.
Those edge labels (A0 , B0 , and so on), called the state guard conditions, are
formulated using (1) τM1 (τM2 ), the torque sensed on motor M1 (M2 ) in Nm; (2)
τM , the sum of no load torques on both motors; and (3) θM1 (θM2 ), the absolute
angle of motor M1 (M2 ) in radians. Each condition was obtained empirically. For
example, B0 (Eq. 4.2.3) concerns the moment when the center of mass is right above
the pivot. At the instant when the event happens, in principle τM1 +τM2 =τM . But,
in practice a small positive margin is needed to make the condition more robust.
We chose 0.04 Nm in Eq. 4.2.3, which resulted in a local maximum in terms of the
experiment success rates. Other conditions were determined in a similar manner
and are as follows:
Fig. 4.9 represents two of the experiments done with the direct-drive arm running
the state machine in Fig. 4.8. Due to its reactive nature, the picking operation is
performed autonomously with no information on object mass properties and frictional characteristics of the object, fingers, and table top. For planning purposes,
the shapes of the objects in Fig. 4.9 can be projected into a trapezoid and a triangle,
respectively. When it comes to executing the resulting manipulation plan, the combination of the semicircular and straight fingers help stabilize the three-dimensional
object by suppressing the motions off the plane (Fig. 4.7 c).
Such experiments were repeated with a range of objects and surface conditions.
See Table 4.1. Two experiments with objects #8, #12 and #13 are shown in Fig.
4.10. In total, 165 out of 210 trials (78%) were successful. Recall that objects are
allowed to slide on the ground and on the end-effector ( discussion in Sec. 4.1.3). To
check the effect of the sliding on stable picking, the distance between the pivot of
tipping and the motor axis was varied from 5 to 35mm for object #7. Here 27 out
of 30 trials (90%) were successful. In unsuccessful trials, the empirically determined
guard conditions did not seem to work, as in some cases the contact torque detection
was too high and the object would start rotating with the end-effector motion. The
possible ±20% errors in torque estimation inherit from the motor controller may
also have accounted for the failed trials. Specifically, the direct-drive arm made a
wrong estimate of the position of the CoM in case of thin, lightweight objects. Since
the alignment of the center of mass with respect to the ground contact is essential
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.9: Two picking experiments with the beverage container (upper) and the
cone-shaped object (lower). In (a), the two fingers (one curved, one straight) are in
contact with the objects at the instant guard condition A0 (Eq. 5.3.1) is satisfied,
or the contact generated by the rotation of motor M2 occurs. The instant is marked
with the red arrow in (b) where M2 angle is increasing with time. In (c), the CoM
is right above the pivot at the instant guard condition B0 (Eq. 5.3.3) is satisfied.
The instant is marked with the red arrow in (d) where M1 angle is increasing
with time, and the sum of motor torques τM 1 + τM 2 indicates a minima. (e) show
the configurations after regrasping at the instant guard condition C0 (Eq. 4.2.5)
is satisfied. The instant is marked with the red arrow in (f) where M2 angle is
decreasing with time, indicating a contact has been made with the object. After
further rotation (g), the objects are lifted up (h).
during the regrasping operation, this caused unwanted sliding of the objects. The
shifting COM position for object #7 accounted for some failure cases. Despite using
the curved finger, the same could only accommodate a set of object dimensions and
for objects #4 and #5 it did not suppress off plane motions, resulting on object
slipping for several trials. The dimension of the objects also impacted the results,
where objects were either too bit (#13) or too small (#11) for the end-effector
dimensions.
Object Placing
Picked objects can be placed again by reversing the picking motion in a quasistatic
manner. See Fig. 4.11 for the state machine in the placing mode. A new guard
condition for detecting the event of object touchdown is required: D0 : τM1 + τM2 −
τM < 0.57. Starting from Touchdown state, the operation of the state machine
can be explained similarly to the picking mode. Experiments with objects #6 and
#7 were performed and out of 30 trials, 20 (67%) were successful (Table 4.1). The
considerable rate of unsuccessful trials for placing can be attributed to the the wrong
estimate of the object state during the Touchdown. Specifically, as initial conditions
varied (such as contact location with respect to the object’s COM), some objects
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Figure 4.10: Picking experiments with objects #13 #8 and #12.
A0

Regrasp CW

Tip
B0

D0
start

C0

Touchdown

Regrasp CCW

Figure 4.11: Finite state machine for object placing.
would rotate more to achieve ground contact and would slip. This was often verified
with objects shifting their COM when containing liquid inside. Heavy objects (such
as #6) were also noticeably difficult to place, since the limited torque of the motors
would not be able to maintain the object stable prior to the Touchdown, causing it
to fall.

4.2.3

Experiments with a Conventional Manipulator

Object picking and placing was also investigated using a conventional manipulator,
the Rethink Robotics’ Sawyer arm (Fig. 4.12(a)). The robot has a parallel-jaw
gripper (Fig. 4.12(b)) equipped on the wrist of a 7 DOF arm. For the experiments
here, the robot’s parallel-jaw gripper is not actuated. Our 3D printed, curved
finger can be used with the default, straight finger when handling curved objects
(Fig. 4.12(c)).
Given an object of interest, the gripper trajectory for picking is obtained using
the direct-drive arm and the Sawyer robot is then position controlled to follow the
trajectory in a feed-forward, open-loop manner due to its lack of torque sensing
capability. Object placing is done in a similar manner, with the placing trajectory
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.12: (a) Rethink Robotics’s Sawyer. (b) Original end-effector. (c) Adapted
end-effector with a curved finger.
prescribed again by the direct-drive arm. A set of experiments with six different
objects resulted in overall success rate of 73% (see Table 4.1). Initial positioning
errors and external disturbances (such as the vibration of the manipulator) may
account for the unsuccessful trials. Since the method was implemented in an openloop manner, placing the object at different initial positions would lead to incorrect
amount of rotation of the object, often too much and causing it to fall. Fig. 4.13
presents picking and placing experiments with the cone-shaped object.

4.2.4

Discussion

A few remarks on this method can be made:
• The necessity for a larger free space for the atomic operations, compared to
pick-in-place with conventional end-effectors (such as the PJG) can difficult
manipulation in constrained or cluttered spaces (such as the common areas
in nursing homes). However, symmetrical objects may require less free space
since the object can pivot on a single vertex until termination condition.
• As discussed in Sec. 3.2.3, the preference was towards a non-prehensile endeffector that allows for easy object retrieval. Retrieving objects from this zero
DOF end-effectors is straight forward since no internal forces are applied nor
need to be controlled by the gripper for releasing the object.
• The design of the end-effector is directly linked to the object’s dimensions.
This is in part true for any end-effector (even human hands) since objects
with large dimensions may not be ”grasped“ but carried in a non-prehensile
manner. Therefore, although a single design may accommodate grasps of
objects with or without parallel edges (such as objects #10, #15, #16), the
dimension of the contact edges along with the position of the center of mass
determine the unique end-effector design parameter δ .
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Implementation on the Sawyer robot showing (a) object picking (clockwise from the top leftmost panel) and (b) placing (left to right).
• Since the atomic operations rely on torque estimation of the motors, specifically for the center of mass detection, over or underestimations would slide
or misplace the object respectively. Therefore more accurate torque readings
would mitigate grasping failures.
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Table 4.1: Experimental results for object picking and placing
Object
Description
Cylinder (#1, Fig. 4.14)
Aluminium 8020 (#2)
Metal bar (#3)
Bottle brush (#4)
Oil can (#5)
Potato chip carton (#6)
Potato chip carton (#6)
Potato chip carton (#6)
Potato chip carton (#6)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
Beverage container (#7)
DVD (#8)
Pencil case (#9)
Sip cup (#10)
Index cards (#11)
Wool spool (#12)
Milk carton (#13)
Water bottle (#14)
Conic glass container (#15)
ABS cone (#16)
ABS cone (#16)
Pasta carton (#17)
Soap container (#18)
Aluminum foil carton (#19)

Mass (g)
140
180
265
125
205
185
185
185
185
190
215 (25ml water)
240 (50ml water)
190
190
190
190
190
190
190
215 (25ml water)
240 (50ml water)
75
90
120
120
74
80
190
275
100
100
125
125
125

Task
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Placing
Placing
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Placing
Placing
Placing
Placing
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking
Picking

Platform
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
Sawyer
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
DD Arm
Sawyer
Sawyer
DD Arm
Sawyer
Sawyer
Sawyer
Sawyer

Surface
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Carpet
Rubber
MDF
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
ABS plastic
MDF
Paper
Carpet
Masking Tape
Rubber
MDF
MDF
MDF
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Rubber
Carpet
Carpet
Carpet
Carpet
Carpet
Carpet
Carpet

Trials
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
30
10
10
10
10
10
50
10
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Figure 4.14: Objects used for the experiments in Table 5.1.
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Successes
5
5
5
2
1
3
3
3
2
27
10
8
7
8
8
41
10
5
4
3
3
3
2
3
2
5
1
4
4
3
4
4
4
2

Chapter 5
Dynamic Grasping for Object
Picking Using Passive Zero-DOF
End-Effectors
The technique proposed in the previous Chapter successfully demonstrated grasps
of a variety of daily use objects, however the quasi-static assumptions makes the motions slow and also dependent on torque sensing feedback at the in-hand re-grasping
operation. To achieve a faster and more dexterous manipulation for picking objects
with zero DOF end-effectors, inertia forces have to be considered. To satisfy the
equilibrium requirements of the system, an external acceleration force and torque
are imposed to the object by the manipulator up to a desired position of stability,
and so the grasp occurs dynamically. A closed form solution (e.g. a trajectory) for
the dynamic picking of the object can be derived.

5.1

Problem Description

Our problem extends the earlier zero DOF end-effector work [108] regarding its
initial configuration. The same assumptions from Sec. 4.1.1 are valid here, aside
from the quasi-static motion. Given a target object placed on a flat surface with
gravity normal to it (Fig. 5.2), and an end-effector that provides two frictional point
contacts P1 , P2 , at a fixed (non-controllable) distance rP 1 P2 at opposing edges, such
that the contacts can tilt the object and accelerate it away from the contact surface,
the problem can be summarized by finding a trajectory p(t) in the world frame
[X, Y ] such that the object can be accelerated to a final horizontal configuration
while satisfying dynamic constraints that keep the object from moving relative
to the contacts (attainable according to screw theory [64] if the resultant contact
wrenches and the wrench of gravity are co-planar). The problem of dynamic object
picking considers the following assumptions:
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Figure 5.1: Dynamic grasping of an object with a zero DOF end-effector. The
initial tilting angle (a) depends on the frictional contacts of the end-effector and the
ground surface, (b) a trajectory considering the system dynamics and acceleration
force constraints is imposed to the object by the manipulator, until a termination
condition (c) is reached.
• The target object is modeled as a rigid polygon that moves on the plane.
• The object is stably placed on a flat surface with the gravity vector perpendicular to it.
• The end-effector provides two contacts at a fixed distance, modeled as Coulomb
point contacts with friction [111] and one frictional contact is provided by the
surface.
• The two contacts provided by the end-effector can be non-antipodal.
Although notions of force or form-closure cannot be obtained by the fixed-shape
end-effector, dynamic closure [99] is desirable in order to guarantee contact constraints. The goal for the dynamic motion is to maintain object stability between
the two end-effector contacts and under the influence of gravity in a planar analysis. Similar to [108], extensions towards the three-dimensional problem can be
considered by suppressing out of plane motions.

5.2

Grasp Planning

As stated in Sec. 5.1, the dynamic grasp planning problem seeks to determine a trajectory p(t) for which two frictional point contacts can dynamically pick the object
off a surface and move it to a final stable configuration that is held by the robot.
Since non-antipodal grasps can be admitted, determining the contact locations for
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Figure 5.2: Given an end-effector that provides two frictional point contacts P1 P2 ,
center-of-mass location (perpendicular the surface) and a ground contact C (left)
our problem consists on finding the contact locations that are not necessarily antipodal but can result in a feasible grasp and a trajectory p(t) that leads to this
feasible state. The distance between the contacts rP 1P 2 is fixed throughout the
motion, since the end-effector has no mobility, therefore no internal forces can be
applied to the object.
feasible grasps can be achieved by the grasp synthesis algorithm presented on Sec.
4.1.3. The dimensions of the end-effector can also be derived from the algorithm,
since it relies on the contact locations, which are fixed with respect to each other.
Furthermore, the dynamic analysis of the system and the constraints imposed to
the problem will inform admissible acceleration values for which constraints will
determine feasible trajectories.

5.2.1

Planning for Picking

Initially it is assumed that the contacts are at a feasible location (according to Algorithm 1 presented on Sec. 4.1.3). about the object’s opposite edges. A graphical
method such as the moment labeling technique [92] can inform us how the wrenches
can contribute to the stability of the system from the initial to the final state of the
motion.
Initial Maximum Tipping Angle
The motivation for this initial motion is to facilitate the separation of the object
from the contact surface and also allow for shorter trajectories, which could be a
problem given that manipulators have limited workspace. With the object placed
on a flat surface, we can rotate the object counterclockwise (CCW) about C (Fig.
5.3). A maximum angle θ0M AX can be derived as a function of the angle ν and
angle s = tan−1 µs as indicated in Fig. 5.3. As long as the object’s gravity wrench
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Figure 5.3: The moment labeling of the composite wrench cone by the two frictional
contacts. The κ region (left) indicates the range of acceleration that can be exerted
by the contacts P1 and P2 when considering the positive labeled region.Angle β
is the range of possible directions for the acceleration applied on the object by
the contacts. The tipping operation (right) is limited by an angle θ0M AX which is
function of the contact friction cones.
rests within region σ, a single contact can balance the object [108]. The maximum
tipping angle θ0M AX is:
θ0M AX = ν + s

(5.2.1)

The angle β of interest determines the range of possible directions for the acceleration applied on the object by the contacts, and can also be calculated by:

xp =

β = tan−1

1
2

yp =

yp −ycm
,
xp −xcm


+ xP 1 + xP 2 ,

+ yP 1 + yP 2

yP 2 −yP 1
µ

1
2



xP 2
µ

(5.2.2)

System Dynamics
The rigid body dynamics subjected to frictional contact [92] can be formalized as:
Fext +

P

kij Fij = M T˙w − [adTw ]T M Tw ,
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kij ≥ 0, Fi ∈ Wij
i = 1, 2 j = l, r

(5.2.3)

with Fext the gravity
Pwrench imposed on the object, M the spatial inertia matrix, Tw
the object’s twist,
kij Fij the contact wrenches on the object, [adTw ] the adjoint
representation of the twist Tw and Wij the possible wrenches able to act on the
object through contact i. The center of rotation of the object is chosen to be
at contact P1 . This facilitates tracking the rotational motion of the trajectory,
since contact P1 can be aligned with the joint axis of the manipulator (by design).
The rotation angle θ will be given by the rotation of the manipulator’s wrist joint
attaching the end-effector. In this case, the moment from gravity will introduce
an additional term to the rotational motion, and no moment on the object will be
generated by contact P1 .
Considering Fig. 5.3, these values are defined as:

T
Fext = 0 0 mgrP 1G sin(η + θ) 0 −mg 0

T
, Tw = 0 0 θ̇ Ẋ Ẏ 0



T
[ω]
0
T˙w = 0 0 θ̈ Ẍ Ÿ 0 , adTw =
[v] [ω]




0
0 Ẏ
0 −θ̇ 0
[ω] = θ̇ 0 0 , [v] =  0
0 Ẋ 
0 0 0
−Ẋ Ẏ 0



T
0 0
0
I
0

0
M = P1
, IP 1 = 0 0
0 mI3x3
2
0 0 Icm + mrP 1G

T
F1l = 0 0 0 cos( + θ) sin( + θ) 0

T
F1r = 0 0 0 cos( − θ) − sin( − θ) 0

T
F2l = 0 0 rP 2P 1 sin(φ − ) − cos(θ + ) − sin(θ + ) 0

T
F2r = 0 0 rP 2P 1 sin(φ + ) − cos(θ − ) − sin(θ − ) 0

with IP 1 the moment of inertia of the object about contact P1 , Ẋ, Ẏ .Ẍ, Ÿ , θ̇, θ̈ are
the components of the linear velocity and acceleration (ad = Ẍi + Ÿ j) and angular
velocity and acceleration (θ̈ = θ̈k) imposed to the object respectively.
In general terms, it is desired for applied linear and angular accelerations ad ,
θ̈ to overcome the gravitational and rotational (i.e. centrifugal) ones. We apply a
graphical method such as moment labeling to analyze the instant t0 immediately
after the object loses contact with the surface (Fig. 5.4 a). The left and right
edges of the friction cone at contact P1 are F1l and F1r respectively and contact
at P2 is assumed to be frictionless to facilitate visualization of feasible solutions
without loss of generality ( = 0 at the contact and so F2r = F2l = F2n becomes
the contact normal). The moment labeling of the composite wrench cone of the
contacts generate a positive labeled region about which the contacts can only exert
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positive torque (according to the right hand rule). By definition, no wrench can
pass through the region and therefore the scenario in Fig. 5.4 (a) is not stable (since
the actuation line of the gravity wrench Lw passes through the positive labeled
region) and the object will fall. However, considering Fig. 5.4 (b), if an inertial
acceleration ad is imposed to the object, the contacts will be able to apply a vector
sum aN = ad − fc (with fc = wg + ac ) to match the wrench of gravity and the
applied acceleration. The vector sum can be translated along its line of actuation
L0w without modifying its value, and be generated by a linear combination of the
friction cone at P1 (k1l F1l + k1r F1r ) and normal at P2 (k2 F2n ). Since this resultant
wrench respects the labeled region by generating a positive moment with respect to
the positive labeled regions, the system is instantaneously stable. Equation 5.2.3
becomes:

Figure 5.4: When losing contact with the ground (without loss of generality considering contact P2 as frictionless), if the object was to become static, the moment
labeling of the system indicates the contacts cannot generate a wrench to balance
gravity. However, for an acceleration ad the resulting acceleration aN can balance
fc = wg + ac (which comprises gravity and centrifugal acceleration) and be generated by the contacts. The segment G0w has to lie inside the friction cone at contact
P1 (2, with  = atanµ).
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IP 1 θ̈ + mgrP 1G sin(η + θ)
0
0
rP 2P 1 sinφ
k1l
cos( + θ) cos(θ − )





−cosθ
k1r =
m(Ẍ − θ̇Ẏ )
sin( + θ) sin(θ − )
−sinθ
k2n
m(Ÿ + θ̇Ẋ + g)

(5.2.4)

k1l , k1r , k2n ≥ 0

(5.2.5)

with ac = θ̇Ẏ X̂ − θ̇Ẋ Ŷ the “centrifugal” acceleration resulting from the angular
motion on the object. As the assumption of a frictionless contact is included in
the frictional space of solutions, a solution found to Eq. 5.2.4 will also satisfy the
frictional case. To validate a solution, according to Eq. 5.2.5, the constants kij have
to be non-negative. Consequently, to guarantee the system stability throughout the
motion, a candidate trajectory can be evaluated by its linear and angular accelerations, and if these will satisfy Eq. 5.2.4 with Eq. 5.2.5 constraints. A candidate
acceleration ad and applied torque In θ̈ that result in non-negative kij values can
therefore be proposed.
Trajectory Generation
The acceleration will change at every time step (according to the rotation angle
θ), and an infinite number of trajectories can satisfy the constraints. We can,
however, integrate the limits of the minimum and maximum ad that satisfy the
constraints to determine the boundary trajectories. Therefore, any trajectory within
these boundaries is a feasible trajectory. The termination condition can also be
determined (Fig. 5.4), since for θ(tn ) ≥ π/2 − β the contact wrenches will be able
to span the gravity wrench with no imposed acceleration needed. However, as a
result of the dynamic motion, the system will still be accelerated and has to be
slowed down. From Eq. 5.2.3, the acceleration ad and torque I θ̈ can be chosen to
stop rotation and linearly decelerate the object. Although there are infinite choices
for the acceleration, by coupling ad and θ while t ≤ tn (Fig. 5.4 b) it is possible
to constrain the system’s trajectory at the termination condition for no rotation of
the object, just translation while decelerating. This is expressed by:
ad (t) = Ẍ X̂ + Ÿ Ŷ = h0 (cos θ(t)X̂ + sin θ(t)Ŷ),
h0 ≥ 0, 0 ≤ θ(t) ≤ π/2

(5.2.6)

with X̂, Ŷ the unit vectors in the world frame axis [X, Y ] respectively. To determine
the acceleration magnitude h0 , for every 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, we consider the constraint on
the non-negative kij which will determine a lower bound for h0 and therefore to the
acceleration ad . Eq. 5.2.4 assumes the angular motion (θ, θ̇, θ̈) is imposed by the
manipulator’s wrist joint (which is able to rotate the end-effector). This single joint
motion trajectory can be planned as a quintic polynomial (Fig. 5.5), considering
the following boundary constraints:
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θ(0) = θ0

θ̇(0) = 0 θ̈(0) = 0

θ(tn ) = π/2 θ̇(tn ) = 0 θ̈(tn ) = 0

(5.2.7)

Figure 5.5: Example of the quintic polynomial trajectory for the θ(t) angular motion.
Finally, a trajectory can be generated by integrating the acceleration profile for finite
timesteps. The integration can be done using conventional mathematical software
such as the ode45 integration function in M atlab. Fig. 5.11 shows an example of
the output of these values for different frictional contact coefficients.

5.3

Implementation

To implement the dynamic grasping of various objects and geometries, a 6 DOF
conventional manipulator was programmed to follow the generated trajectories. A
simulator determined the feasibility of the trajectories and discovery of singularities,
if any. We assumed the following:
• The end-effector is in contact with the object at the start (t0 ).
• The initial contact locations are known and can lead to a feasible grasp according to Algorithm 1.
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• The end-effector and object dimensions, center of mass location and friction
coefficients are known.
• Objects are symmetric about the Y axis
• While stability is known when θ + β ≥ π/2, β depends on the friction values
which are hard to model and measure. So, a more conservative value of
θ = π/2 is considered as an upper bound value for the trajectory.

5.3.1

Software

An overview of the experimental procedure is shown in Fig. 5.6. We used M AT LAB
to generate the trajectories abstracted as a Finite State Machine (Fig. 5.8). We used
CoppeliaSim1 to check for singularities and simulate the motion dynamics. Finally,
LoggerP ro was used to analyze the motion kinematics.

Figure 5.6: Overview of the experimental procedure pipeline. Trajectories for dynamic grasps are generated according to the discussion on Sec.5.2. The CoppeliaSim
software is used to validate the trajectory and check for singularities. The trajectory
is input to the UR-10 manipulator and lastly analyzed with LoggerP ro software
for position, velocity and acceleration of the end-effector and of the object.

5.3.2

Hardware

A Universal Robots2 U R−10 model robot arm demonstrated the applicability of the
method. The arm has 6 DOF and a 10 kg payload capability, joint speed limits of
2.09 rad/s for the base and shoulder joints and π rad/s for the remaining joints. The
maximum Tool Center Point (TCP) speed is 3000 mm/s. The general constraints
for the trajectories are shown in Fig. 5.7. The trajectory was commanded to the
UR-10 using the waypoints at the timesteps shown, with functions such as M OV EJ
1
2

https://www.coppeliarobotics.com/
https://www.universal-robots.com/
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and M OV EC to rotate joints independently or command the TCP to move in a
Cartesian circular path, respectively. These commands, although readily accessible
through the robot’s pendant, constrain the motion in terms of planning and path
geometry. Therefore, trajectory generation using the SERV OJ command (which
allows the user to determine the acceleration profile) were also implemented. These
were sent to the manipulator via Real-Time Data Exchange (RTDE) interface in
Python, where a set of desired Cartesian poses for the end-effector (representing
the desired path) were translated to joint angles to be reached at specified times,
depending on the minimum acceleration value as discussed on Sec. 5.2.

Figure 5.7: General constraints imposed to the trajectory. As described by the
state machine (Fig. 5.8), the initial tilting of the object θ0 occurs at t = t0 , the
”Lift“ from t = t1 → ttn . Finally, the ”Slowdown“ stage from t = tn → tf brings
the object to rest.

A0
start

Tilt CCW θ0M AX

Dynamic Grasp: Lift

B1

A1

Dynamic Grasp: Slowdown
Figure 5.8: Finite state machine for the dynamic object picking, with the terminal
operation at the “Slowdown” state.
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A0 :θ0M AX < π/2
A1 :θ0M AX ≥ π/2
B1 :θ0M AX + θ(tn ) ≥ π/2

5.3.3

(5.3.1)
(5.3.2)
(5.3.3)
(5.3.4)

Results

Three different types of end-effector were tested (Fig. 5.9) with a variety of object
shapes and geometries (Fig. 5.10), many of them clearly not following the assumed
characteristics for our approach to help us determine the robustness to our model
assumptions. A total of 152 out of 160 trials were successful (95%). Experimental
results are shown on Table 5.1. Unsuccessful trials occurred when objects with
liquid inside shifted their center-of-mass (Objects #7 and #10), which is not taken
into account in this formulation. Additionally, air resistance seemed to have caused
Object #9 (which is lightweight) to fall during the accelerated motion. Air drag
was not modeled. Finally, even though in a desirable grasp the object remains static
with respect to the end-effector throughout the motion p(t) (no slipping or sliding
occurs), relative motion was observed, but in most cases not enough to cause the
object to leave the end-effector. This can be attributed to indeterminacy in friction
coefficient estimations and the long profile geometry of the testing objects, enough
so they would not escape the end-effector even when sliding occurred.
Successful versus unsuccessful dynamic grasps for object #3 is shown in Fig. 5.12.
As can be seen, a successful grasp would satisfy the minimum calculated value for
the acceleration value h0 according to the corresponding angle of rotation θ. If the
h0 value is below (or close to) the minimum calculated value (shown as a dark line)
in Fig. 5.12 (B), the more likely the object is to slide along the end-effector due to
the uncertainty in our friction model. An unsuccessful grasp (fail) does not attain
the desired forces and the object slips from the end-effector.

Figure 5.9: On the left, the Universal Robot UR-10 manipulator with the endeffector. On the right the, different types of end-effector designs to account for the
different dimensions and geometries of the testing objects.
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Table 5.1: Experimental results for Dynamic Picking. See Fig. 5.10 for the objects
used here.
Object
Description
Cylinder (#1)
Aluminium Bottle (#2)
Aluminum 8020 (#3)
Tennis Balls (#4)
Spray (#5)
Cleaner (with liquid) (#6)
Cone (with liquid) (#7)
Water bottle (with liquid) (#8)
Bottle Brush (#9)
Oil Can (with liquid) (#10)
Graduated Cylinder(#11)

Mass (g) E.E. type
150
II
322
II
327
III
211
II
141
I
681
III
99
I
441
II
69
III
136
II
45
I

Trials Successes
10
10
10
10
30
30
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
19
10
10
20
15
10
8
10
10

Figure 5.10: Objects used for the experiments in Table 5.1.

5.3.4

Discussion

The manipulation method presented in this chapter was intended to extend Ch.
4 approach in terms of dexterity and applicability to real world manipulation,
envisioning fetching applications in elder-care settings. As previously observed,
quasi-static assumption for manipulation may impose challenges when physically
implemented in robotic systems, since the conditions guaranteeing the quasi-static
regime are often strict. These conditions can easily fail as a result of disturbances or
imprecise sensorial measurements, and a grasp not be attained. The motion speed
also matters and quasi-static systems tend to be very slow. In this chapter, the
fixed shape end-effector with no actuation ability from Ch. 4 is used to grasp objects still in a non-fixture, non-prehensile manner. However, the system dynamics
is considered and analyzed, which allows for faster, more dexterous and applicable
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Figure 5.11: Example considering µ = 0.4 (top) and µ = 0.2 (bottom). On the left,
angle β is calculated based on the friction cones of the contacts. On the right, the
pointwise integration of the resulting acceleration leading to a feasible trajectory for
dynamically grasping the object. The color change indicates when the condition for
θ(t) + β ≥ π/2 is satisfied (or when the contacts can balance the gravity wrench).
scenarios for manipulating the object, with many different geometries and object
shapes successfully grasped. A few remarks may be considered for improving the
proposed approach:
• Planar analysis: the planar assumption, although convenient and feasible,
does require some adaptation and limits the set of trajectories leading to a
successful grasp. The former is done by designing round end-effectors that
suppress off plane motions (mainly for circular profile objects), and the latter
by constraining the manipulator TCP to a planar motion. The disadvantage is that more shapes of grippers are needed for a set of cylindrical like
objects, and the workspace of the manipulator is limited to be on the same
plane throughout the motion, possibly leading to more singularity resulting
trajectories. By extending the analysis to three-dimensions, not only off plane
motions will be compensated by the trajectory itself (therefore not requiring
especial designs), but the larger workspace will facilitate grasps in places such
as in cluttered environments, or limited, narrow spaces as are the common
areas of elder-care facilities.
• Friction indeterminacy: A closed form solution is not necessarily “closed” as
the assumptions on friction are not often precise. Embedding frictional and
slipping sensing capabilities [27] can lead to better estimations and motion
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Figure 5.12: (A) Plot values for h0 vs the kij multiplicative coefficients of the
contact wrenches F1l , F1r , F2n for object #3. The arrow indicates the direction of
increasing θ. A minimum h0 that leads to positive kij coefficients is desired. Since
we assume frictionless contact at P2 , approximate values for minimum h0 can be
a solution. (B) shows two cases where the trajectory was planned to satisfy the
minimum values of h0 (shown as dashed lines) with different acceleration profiles,
whereas in the fail case it was not.
compensation in case of slippage.
• End-effector shape: For the set of experimented objects, three different endeffectors were necessary. The critical point, besides the off-plane motion previously discussed, is the distance between the contacts with respect to the
object dimension and position of the center of mass. Since this distance is not
directly controllable and fixed, perhaps modifying the end-effector mechanical
structure (using a combination of soft, deformable materials for instance) with
passive compliance may increase the compatibility of objects per end-effector
design.
• Perception: The initial assumption had the object and end-effector already
in contact and at a feasible configuration. In practical scenarios, computer
vision algorithm are needed to determine the object contours and combined
with the algorithm in Sec. 4.1.2 determine where to place the end-effector
along the object.
Finally, dynamic grasping is relatively an unexplored area. Its adoption can
facilitate more affordable and dexterous manipulation as simple end-effectors will
be capable of achieving complex grasps, and more tasks in spaces such as in manipulation for helping older adults more effectively be addressed.
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Figure 5.13: Successful experiments with objects #6, 7, 9 from top to bottom respectively.
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Chapter 6
Planar Sequential Grasping of
Multiple Objects
The tasks ranked by the study on Chapter 3 included manipulation such as fetching
dropped items on the floor, or retrieve items from different heights. Current robot
end-effectors have been shown to be able to precisely manipulate a variety of objects
with high dexterity, but mostly focusing on a single object at the time. Although in
some cases grasping multiple objects may be easier than a single one, such as picking
a deck of cards, or a pile of coins, in elder care facilities the initial configuration
of the objects in space might be sufficiently far (e.g. a pill container and a water
bottle) that a conventional gripper will not be able to retrieve multiple objects in
sequence due to hardware constraints, and therefore travel multiple times to fetch
each item. To allow for sequential grasps of objects using a single end-effector a
specialized design becomes necessary.
A low-cost underactuated serpentine-like end-effector is therefore proposed. It
combines the capabilities of locking constraints [4] and conformation to the object
shape and estimate cylindrical objects radii, or grasp multiple objects in sequence
without the need to consider the contact interaction forces between the objects (see
Fig. 6.1). Various industrial applications such as picking and placing multiple items
can be made easier and not need customized grippers. Other robotic applications
include service robots for cleaning, sorting tasks. This work is specifically looking
to be applied to elder care by manipulating household objects in areas difficult to
reach for elders such as the floor or cabinets. The compliant design facilitates grasps
of a large range of shapes, as later demonstrated by experiments.

6.1

End-Effector Design Parameters

The gripper is composed of a series of identical links that form a chain that can
be used to encircle and conform to objects using a single tether for actuation.
Autonomous deployment of the gripper for arbitrary objects relies on a passive
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Figure 6.1: Example of a grasp of two objects with links triggered upon contact
with the objects. The end-effector actuator pulls the tether driven chain of links. In
this case, the non-triggered link did not make any contact with the objects and so it
remains locked. As a result, object O1 can be securely grasped while also grasping
object O2 .
locking/unlocking mechanism. The end-effector motions occurs in stages depending
on whether contact is made with a link or not. Each link i represents a frictional
point contact on the object, capable of applying internal force fi to it and rotate
about a pulley at hinge point Oi . Upon contact with the object at the i − 1th link
(which rotates about another pulley at hinge point Oi−1 ), link i becomes unlocked by
the contact force so that the new rotation axis becomes hinge point Oi and link i can
apply internal force fi to the object (Fig. 6.2). Therefore, while the links contacting
the objects are static, the pulleys will still rotate, until either all links have contacted
the object or a limit torque has been achieved and no further contact with the object
is possible. A similar mechanism focused on a two DOF finger clutching mechanism
has been proposed in [161]. It can be shown that if all n links are designed to have
equal dimensions, for symmetric type objects (e.g. with circular profile), values for
the design parameters of the end-effector can be correlated to those of the object,
as well as the minimum number of contacts necessary to achieve force closure.
The relationship between a circular object (of radius RO ) and the end-effector
is shown in Fig. 6.3. The contact point and hinge point between links form a radial
line to the center of the circular object with successive links forming the angle αi .
Thus, triangle ∆ADB is isosceles, and the radial distance of the design parameters
RG and d, for an object with radius RO and the law of cosines leads to:
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Figure 6.2: The end-effector link and locking mechanism. For a counterclockwise
rotation of link i − 1 (in blue) about a pulley at hinge point Oi−1 , upon contact
with the object P (shown as dashed lines) and a sufficient applied normal force
fi−1 , link i (in green) will be unlocked and freely rotate counterclockwise about a
pulley at hinge point Oi . Link i − 1 will remain fixed with respect to the object.
The unlocking is sensed as the torque difference ∆τ (t1 − t0 ) empirically determined.
The motion sequence for a single object is shown on the right hand-side (top to
bottom order).
"
αi = cos−1

d2
1−
2(RO + RG )2

#
(6.1.1)

with the total angle containing all contacts given by

αnc =

n
X

αi = nc αi

(6.1.2)

i=1

and nc the total number of links in contact with the object.
In this case, we can determine the minimum angle αnc such that, for two frictional point contacts ci and cn with applied normal forces fi and fn respectively,
and friction coefficient µo , the force closure condition is satisfied. As can be seen
in Fig. 6.4 (a), force closure will occur if the line between the contacts lies within
their respective friction cones [110], or:
αnf > π − 2 tan−1 µo
nf =

αnf
αi
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(6.1.3)
(6.1.4)

Figure 6.3: The geometric relationship between the object radius and design parameters RG and d is shown. The radius can be estimated from the displacement
of the links ∆φ.
where αnf and nf represent the minimum angle and number of links required for
a force closure grasp respectively. If αmin > αnf , object O will be ejected from
the end-effector (Fig. 6.4 (b)). Furthermore, since each link is of equal dimension,
triangles ∆ABC, ∆ADB, ∆DBC are all isosceles, and the radius of the object RO
can be estimated using the following relations:

RO =

π − ∆φ
d
− RG , αj =
2cosαj
2

(6.1.5)

where ∆φ = φi − φi−1 and angle φi−1 (or φi ) is the rotation angle between link i
(or i + 1) making contact with the object and the locking position, as indicated
on Fig. 6.3. Since no information is known about where the contact between the
object and the link surface is made, at least three contacting links are needed for
the estimation knowing that the object is cylindrical.

6.2

Implementation and Experimentation

A low-cost end-effector and test set-up using 3d-printed and laser-cut parts was
custom built (Fig. 6.5). Two types of experiments were performed to investigate the
capabilities of autonomous grasping of cylindrical shaped objects using estimated
torque and force sensing and grasping multiple objects of various shapes. To test
for robustness in position, experiments were also done varying the initial position
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Figure 6.4: (Left) Two frictional point contacts determine force closure grasps. The
± regions indicate the moment labelling [97]. (Right) (a) Object in force closure if
αmin ≤ αnf or (b) ejected from the end-effector if not.
of the objects against the palm β, as shown in Fig. 6.7. The palm acted as an
opposing contact to facilitate the unlocking of the series of links while maintaining
the object within the boundaries of the end-effector. A successful grasp was defined
in case the object was not loosen or did not escape the end-effector. A total of
165 grasps were attempted with 19 different objects, and 143 were successful grasps
(86%).

6.2.1

End-effector Design

The 3D-printed end-effector prototype with n = 5 links (Fig. 6.5) was designed to
be cable driven and actuated by an iPower GBM6212H-150T brushless DC motor
with no gearbox (torque limit: 0.5 N m). The motor is controlled using an IQinetics IQ-MC-17-15-24C-H motor controller1 with estimated joint torque sensing
[118], enabling low-cost, autonomous manipulation in a reactive manner. Serial
communication with the motor is done through an FTDI USB to serial UART and
Matlab for low-level torque calculation and implementation. Each link is capable
of locking and triggering upon contact, as seen on Fig. 6.2. Design parameters
for experiments were chosen to facilitate grasping of common household objects
(17mm < RO < 60mm, RG = 33 mm and d = 43 mm). Link 1 is defined as the
most proximal link to the actuator, as shown in the figure.
1

http://iqinetics.com/
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Figure 6.5: Experimental setup with the end-effector system (left) which includes
the end-effector mounted to a beam β that acts like a palm (to hold objects against
it) and sensor mount (right).

6.2.2

Applied Force Estimation

In order to estimate the applied normal force, fi , to the object by the end-effector,
an IR reflective sensor (SFH 9206, sensing range 0−5mm) was added to each link as
shown on Fig. 6.5. Each sensor signal is read by a microcontroller (Arduino Uno).
Forces were mapped and calibrated to a piece-wise quadratic function as shown on
Fig. 6.6. The upper limit sensed for each link was 3N . This limited the range of
mass sensed from the objects, and the precision for estimating large applied internal
forces.

Figure 6.6: Photo-reflective sensor placement and calibration data fit, where the
resulting data was fit with piece-wise quadratic lines.
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Figure 6.7: Objects were placed at different positions (A, B, C each distant 80mm)
along the end-effector palm β.

6.2.3

Experiments with Cylindrical Objects: Autonomous
Grasping

Figure 6.8: To estimate the radius of the object RO , at least three contacts are
needed. The force sensed from each link is used to determine instant of contact with
the object and the motor angle graph used to retrieve the value of ∆φ = φi − φi−1
to calculate angle αj used in eq. 6.1.5.
The end-effector design can facilitate the grasp of single objects, considering the
passive compliance due to the numerous links and mechanical enveloping resultant
from contacting the object. In addition, circular profile objects’ geometry (radius
Ro ) can be estimated considering the end-effector design parameters and angular
displacement of the actuator. Thus, the minimum number of links for a force
closure grasp can be calculated using Eqs.6.1.1-6.1.4 and an autonomous grasp
mode considering torque sensing from the actuator implemented.
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Object Radius Estimation
Objects with cylindrical geometry had their radii estimated according to eq. 6.1.5.
To determine the time of contact between links and object, the force applied by the
links and motor angle readings were used, as show in Fig. 6.8. All objects were
placed at the same position B along β for more uniform sensed force readings. Since
three contacts are needed to the estimation, only objects #1, #2, #3, #6 (Fig. 6.10)
had their radius estimated (end-effector is too big for objects #5 and #7; object
#4 is too fragile and deformable for a three contact grasp). The remaining objects
had their radii manually input for the autonomous grasp implementation. In such
cases, smaller links and more sensitive force sensors could allow for detection of
smaller and more fragile objects. For each object, five trials were averaged and
results summarized on Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Objects Radii Estimation RO
Object
Description (Fig. 6.10) RO (mm)
Coffee Package (#1)
48.64
Metal Spool (#2)
32.45
Paper Towel (#3)
58.83
Tape Roll (#6)
34.21

RO (mm)
50
32.5
60
39

Trials
5
5
5
5

Reading errors occurred due to lightweight and low friction of the objects (especially object #6) causing it to move during the grasp process. The snapping action
during unlocking of links combined with the tether stiffness also affected the accuracy of the motor angle readings. The end-effector would sometimes loose contact
with the object.
Autonomous implementation
Autonomous grasping by estimating the minimum number of contacts is advantageous when grasping multiple objects, since more available links allow more objects
to be grasped. With the objects dimension known or estimated previously, the
minimum number of links for a force closure grasp can be calculated using eqs.
6.1.1-6.1.4, with a caveat that the palm works as an opposing contact, and so eq.
6.1.3 is reduced by π/2. Detection of each grasping stage was done as shown on Fig.
6.11. The chosen objects for the experiments are presented on Fig. 6.10 and results
shown on Table 6.2, where the friction coefficients are approximated. The software
implementation can be abstracted as a finite state machine (Fig. 6.9). States were
defined as:
Close n − nc The end-effector closes the chain of n − nc links which are not in
contact with the object (nc ).
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Update Depending on the sensed motor torque, update the number of links in
contact with the object nc .
Halt A minimum required number of links are in contact with the object with
minimum required sensed torque, so the grasp terminates.

Figure 6.9: Finite state machine for autonomous grasp of circular objects. The
operation terminates in the “Halt” state.
The edge labels (A0 , A1 , B0 ) are the state guard conditions, and formulated
according to (1) the torque τ sensed on the motor (in Nm); (2) The total number of
links in contact with the object nc and (3) the minimum number of contacts required
for force closure nf . The autonomous implementation considers actuator torque and
link force profiles such as depicted on Fig. 6.11. When the link unlocks there is
a sudden drop in torque ∆τ (ti ) which can be observed at time ti . This indicates
the unlocking of a link upon contact with the object. A minimum detectable value
was obtained empirically. For a desired known angle αnf given by eq.6.1.3, using
eq. 6.1.4 the minimum number of links nf necessary for a force closure grasp can
be determined. The state guard conditions were determined as follows:
A0 :∆τ > 0.1, and τ < 0.35
A1 :nc > nf , and τ >= 0.35
B0 :nc <= nf

(6.2.1)
(6.2.2)
(6.2.3)

Objects were also placed at different locations along the end-effector palm β as
seen on Fig. 6.7. From 105 attempts, 97 (92%) were successful. Unsuccessful grasps
can be attributed to torque reading errors while attempting to match motor angle
readings and therefore determine the value for ∆φ and sliding of the object due to
low friction. The initial placement of the object often caused it to be ejected, and
small objects (such as object #5) were caught in between the links, and in times
were not detected by the force sensors.
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Table 6.2: Experimental results for autonomous grasping of round objects
Object
Description (Fig. 6.10)
Coffee Package (#1)
Coffee Package (#1)
Coffee Package (#1)
Metal Spool (#2)
Metal Spool (#2)
Metal Spool (#2)
Paper Towel (#3)
Paper Towel (#3)
Paper Towel (#3)
Paper Cup (#4)
Paper Cup (#4)
Paper Cup (#4)
Graduated Cylinder (#5)
Graduated Cylinder (#5)
Graduated Cylinder (#5)
Tape Roll (#6)
Tape Roll (#6)
Tape Roll (#6)
Oil Canister (#7)
Oil Canister (#7)
Oil Canister (#7)

6.2.4

Position Ro (mm)
A
50
B
50
C
50
A
32.5
B
32.5
C
32.5
A
60
B
60
C
60
A
35
B
35
C
35
A
17
B
17
C
17
A
39
B
39
C
39
A
28.5
B
28.5
C
28.5

µ αi (rad) αnf (rad)
0.4
0.54
0.8
0.4
0.54
0.8
0.4
0.54
0.8
0.4
0.70
0.8
0.4
0.70
0.8
0.4
0.70
0.8
0.3
0.48
1
0.3
0.48
1
0.3
0.48
1
0.3
0.67
1
0.3
0.67
1
0.3
0.67
1
0.4
0.95
0.8
0.4
0.95
0.8
0.4
0.95
0.8
0.4
0.63
0.8
0.4
0.63
0.8
0.4
0.63
0.8
0.5
0.75
0.6
0.5
0.75
0.6
0.5
0.75
0.6

nf
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1

Trials Successes
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
2
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
5
5
5
5
4

Experiments with Multiple Objects

To demonstrate the end-effector capability of grasping multiple objects sequentially,
objects used daily were chosen (Fig. 6.10) and attempted to be grasped in pairs (see
Fig. 6.1). Although some objects are cylindrical and could be grasped similarly as
previously discussed, different shapes were considered. Each grasp terminated when
the end-effector reached its peak torque value, as show in Fig. 6.12. The torque
variations were monitored for benchmark among other grasps and the sensed force
values fi used as indicators of how much force could be applied on a second object
while a first one was already grasped. Experimental results are shown on Table 6.3.
From 60 attempts, 46 (76%) were successful. Most unsuccessful grasps occurred
Table 6.3: Experimental results for grasping multiple objects
Object
Description (Fig. 6.10)
Trials
Cylinder (#19) and Spray (#8)
10
Plastic Bottle(#18) and Spool (#10)
10
Prism Package (#11) and Brush (#13)
10
Cone (#17) and Glass Bottle (#14)
10
Cleaner(#16) and Glue (#12)
10
Water bottle (#9) and Book (#15)
10
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Successes
5
10
7
5
9
10

Figure 6.10: Test objects for autonomous grasps of cylindrical geometry (left) and
grasps of multiple objects (right).
due to insufficient maximum torque from the actuator (0.5 N m), not enough force
to grasp objects at the most distal links (similar to pinch grasping) while having another object grasped in the proximal ones. Friction (objects #8 and #19, Fig. 6.10)
and nonparallel edges (object #17, Fig. 6.10) were also factors that contributed to
grasping failures.

6.2.5

Discussion

Although successfully demonstrating the grasp and dimension estimation of single
objects, along with the sequential grasp of multiple objects, the end-effector design
can benefit with some improvements, mainly:
• Better force sensing capability at the links: the photo-reflective sensors at
each link not only could be disturbed by light, but also made readings which
depended on the deflection of the reflective surface at each link (Fig. 6.5).
Since the calibration procedure considered forces applied at the same position
on this surface, contact forces further away from this position would be underestimated. A better calibration model or different sensing method is required
for improvement.
• Object dimensions often impacted the success or failure of a grasp. Since there
is a spacing in between links, smaller objects can be caught in between and
not be detected by the force sensors, nor make enough contacts to be grasped.
A redesign able to account for that will allow grasping of more object shapes
and sizes.
• The opposing beam β if replaced by another finger (or series of links) can
render the end-effector more robust to initial placement of the objects (due to a
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larger free space), or facilitate force sensing (with more sensing links available).
In addition, more geometries and dimensions will be accommodated by the
pair, since more links lead to more passive compliance.
• The end-effector design was limited to make contacts in the plane. This can
difficult grasping of certain geometries which are inherently non-symmetric,
causing for instance the object to topple. By off-centering the plane of action
to a three-dimensional design (where the links can be arranged in a spiral
geometry for instance), more contact points in different locations along the
object can certainly facilitate more robust and secure grasps.
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Figure 6.11: Example of grasp detection for object #6 (top) and #7 (bottom).
The number of links in contact with the object is measured from each ∆τ (ti ) on
the motor torque graph, which indicates a subtle change in torque caused by the
unlocking motion. This number is compared with the value of nf , the minimum
number of links necessary for force closure, and in case torque applied by the motor
τ (t3) achieves a maximum defined limit (close to 0.35N m) on the end-effector, the
grasp can terminate. In the top case, a minimum of two links (nf = 2) is needed
for force closure, so after the two drops in ∆τ are detected (from links one and
three) and the torque increases to the defined maximum, the grasp terminates at
instant t3 . Similarly, for the bottom case at least one link (nf = 1) is required for a
force closure grasp, so a single drop in ∆τ indicating link two unlocked link three,
followed by a maximum torque τ (t2) which terminates the grasp.
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Figure 6.12: Example of two successful grasps of two objects. In the upper case
(object #9 and #15), two end-effector links were unlocked, as seen by the torque
plot and applied forces. Link two has not made contact with the objects. The
bottom case (objects #11 and #13) has also two links unlocked and link two did
not make contact with the objects. For all cases, the grasp terminates once the
actuator reaches its maximum torque (at instance t3 ).
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Chapter 7
Contributions and Future Work
7.1

Contributions

This thesis contributes to the field of service and assistive robots for older adults
proposing task validations for robot deployments, specifically at low-income elder
care facilities, considering all stakeholders (clinicians, caregivers and older adults).
A behavioral investigation of human-robot interaction through qualitative and quantitative analysis of these deployments was considered and insights on robot and interaction improvements proposed. Service-robot manipulation was proposed by the
development of a novel low-cost hardware platform and its subsequent validation
in assisting older adults with different manipulation tasks. The deployment led to
a technical investigation with main contributions to the field of robotic grasping
and manipulation, specifically the theory, design and experimentation of low-cost
low-complexity end-effectors with zero mobility suitable for pick-and-place applications. The method applies mostly to convex objects and is an alternative to
grasping fixture notions of force or form-closure in a planar analysis by considering
the force of gravity as an extra contact. Both quasi-static and dynamic approaches
were proposed, along with experimentation with various object shapes and geometries. The method also extends dexterity for commonly used end-effectors such as
the parallel-jaw gripper, since it has the same shape, yet allows the end-effector to
pick or place objects even if its actuators become non-functional, or if contacts on
the object cannot be directly antipodal. An algorithm for grasping synthesis under
the planar assumption was also presented. Lastly, extending end-effector capabilities for grasping multiple objects in a sequential manner and dimension estimation
of circular profile objects was proposed with the design and experimentation of
single-actuated serpentine type end-effectors.
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7.2

Future Work

Despite older adults acceptance of different robot embodiments presented on Chapter 3, the screening deployment for COVID-19 symptoms and exposure did not
meet our expectations in terms of their preferences (having the robot rated the
least preferred method). Future studies aiming towards increasing acceptance of
robots as screening agents should consider restricted and less social environments
(as opposed to the common areas). Additionally, the ability to tailor the interaction
to user needs (such as slow low-pitch voice and increased volume for the hearing
impaired or fast pace for younger participants) may result in broader adoption of a
single platform, given those were sources of frustration and discomfort during the
interactions.
Future deployments of manipulation tasks at the elder care facilities can consider
adding the end-effectors and methods proposed in this thesis. Improvements for
these can also be listed. For the quasi-static and dynamic approaches to minimalist
manipulation, the former reliance on torque sensing feedback for switching atomic
operations could be improved by introducing better estimation at the actuator level
(to account for the 20% error in motor driver estimation) or adding a complementary
external sensor at the fixed shape grippers. As for the dynamic approach, since the
location of the objects was known a priori and limited to a planar analysis, natural
extensions would include planning the entire motion, considering the manipulator
arm’s reachable workspace, along with the extension to the three dimensions. The
assumption of having the object perpendicular to the surface could be relaxed by
investigating possible designs, additional atomic operations or dynamic motions
considering any initial configuration. Furthermore, addressing failing issues during
experiments such as shifting center of mass for liquids, air resistance and also placing
an object on a surface (proposed on the quasi-static method [108]) dynamically are
left as future work. Enhancements to the end-effector and method of grasping
multiple objects sequentially include exploring scaling for attempting grasps on a
wider range of objects. Pulley design also assumed to have no friction. As no
bearings or lubrication were used, the presence of friction caused a non-uniform
applied force distribution. The force sensing method applied, although low-cost and
responsive, had limited sensing range and also depended on the contact location.
This often led to inconsistent readings, despite a valid calibration procedure. A
longer range distance sensor could provide more accurate force readings and can be
explored, along with different locking designs.
Finally, as expressed on the Discussion on Sec. 3.2.3, this thesis approach towards affordable systems to accomplish manipulation tasks focused on the agent
(the robot) rather than the “instrument” (or the object of interest). It is an open
and promising field exploring solutions addressing the design of the environment
in order to improve robotic performance, especially when deploying robots for HRI
tasks and at elder care facilities.
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7.3

Concluding Remarks

This thesis investigated robot interactions with older adults in low-income elder
care facilities, presenting guidelines, designs and novel manipulation techniques for
the robot hardware and software based on human-robot interactions using tasks
determined to be important from previous stakeholder focus groups and surveys.
Initially, a need assessment using a qualitative descriptive study with all stakeholders in elderly care settings was conducted to determine how a robot could facilitate
older adults’ independence. Two highly rated tasks (hydration reminder with water
bottle delivery and walking assistance) requiring a mobile-only robotic base were
chosen for study and the robot was adapted to perform both. A third deployment consisted on using a SAR for assessing symptoms and exposure of COVID-19
among older adults and healthcare workers. Data was collected on the robot’s
performance including aspects of human-robot interaction. Tasks such as fetching
objects on the floor and in cabinets or opening doors emerged on the focus groups
and surveys, as in other studies [5, 61, 146] leading to novel hardware modifications to the mobile base. Thus, mobile manipulation in the context of elder care
was addressed by a fourth deployment with a low-cost custom made manipulator
in a PACE center. The arm has two degrees-of-freedom and was proven effective
in reaching different heights (floor and ceiling), grasping and handing off the bean
bags to the older adults by using both prehensile and non-prehensile end-effectors.
A physical game of ”corntoss” was played by the participants with three different
levels of assistance: no assistance, assistance by a caregiver or by the robot. Results indicated the older adults found it simple and easy to interact with the robot,
feeling comfortable around it and also patient when the robot was slow to retrieve
bean bags. Competitiveness and engagement in the game were observed and tossing
the bean bags or competing with another person were considered easier when the
game was assisted by the robot, compared to independent play. A non-prehensile
end-effector was better perceived during the cabinet retrieving task when compared
to a conventional end-effector, and different alternatives to conventional grasping
and manipulation techniques were investigated. A robotic in-hand manipulation
technique for picking and placing objects was presented. It takes advantage of two
non-antipodal contacts at fixed distance and gravity and can be applied to a wide
range of objects and robot platforms, being less dependent on exact contact positioning and sufficiently large internal forces. An algorithm for grasp synthesis was
proposed. Experiments with a custom-made autonomous manipulator and a conventional manipulator had high success rates for picking and placing several objects
on different surface conditions. In sequence, the in-hand manipulation approach under a quasi-static assumption was relaxed, and achieving grasps of convex planar
objects dynamically was proposed. A technique for choosing acceleration profiles
considering the system dynamics was investigated. By considering inertial and acceleration forces, the dynamic grasp can be advantageous for real world applications
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since it can occur at greater speeds than the previous work which assumed quasistatic motions. The method also extends the conventional notions of grasp stability
as no internal forces can be applied to the object, yet results in a stable grasp.
Experiments with various object sizes and geometries demonstrated the method’s
robustness to some unmodelled conditions such as non-convex shapes and objects
with shifting center-of-mass.
Finally, the design of a novel, low-cost serpentine type underactuated endeffector capable of autonomously grasping cylindrical type objects and estimating
their radii and sequentially grasping multiple objects was also proposed. Design parameter calculation based on the objects geometry was presented and a prototype
capable of force and torque sensing was built to demonstrate the gripper versatility
on grasping various object shapes and geometries, either single or paired with a
second object not necessarily in the vicinity of the first, therefore grasping objects
in a sequential manner.
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the ground. Static equilibrium is maintained. (e) The object can be
lifted up with the frictional grasp {C1 , C2 }. In (b), (c), and (d), the
object can be in static equilibrium even with the frictionless contact
wrenches. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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4.4

Mapping of force-closure and non-antipodal feasible regions for frictional coefficients of µ = 0.3 and µ = 0.9 respectively. The contact
P2 is fixed while analyzing the possible contact locations for contact
P1 (gi ). The graph indicates by vertical lines the desired location for
placing a second contact given the first. For instance, g1 , g2 are inside
the force-closure region, and the pair P1 (g1 )P2 or P1 (g2 )P2 constitute
a force-closure grasp, while g2 , g3 represents a non-antipodal feasible
region and P1 (g3 )P2 a non-antipodal feasible grasp with the force of
gravity. Therefore, the feasible grasp region is amplified from considering force-closure grasps only by adding the non-antipodal region,
which does not translate in force closure but still allows the object
to be manipulated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.5 The +/− labeled gray sets represent the composite wrench cone of
the contact wrenches with Coulomb friction according to the moment
labeling technique when (a) there is one contact with the ground at
P and one contact with the end-effector at C1 ; and (b) the tipping
operation terminates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.6 Demonstration of how the angle αi changes monotonically for polygonal objects that admit antipodal grasps until the process terminates,
according to Lemma 4.1.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.7 (a) CAD exploded view showing two motors, a parallelogram linkage
(the black links), and two white rigid body fingers constituting a
zero DOF end-effector. The motor axes are collinear. (b) Set-up
implementation. (c) Two different types of end-effector configuration
adopted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.8 Finite state machine for object picking. Its operation terminates in
“Lift” state. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.9 Two picking experiments with the beverage container (upper) and
the cone-shaped object (lower). In (a), the two fingers (one curved,
one straight) are in contact with the objects at the instant guard
condition A0 (Eq. 5.3.1) is satisfied, or the contact generated by the
rotation of motor M2 occurs. The instant is marked with the red
arrow in (b) where M2 angle is increasing with time. In (c), the CoM
is right above the pivot at the instant guard condition B0 (Eq. 5.3.3)
is satisfied. The instant is marked with the red arrow in (d) where M1
angle is increasing with time, and the sum of motor torques τM 1 +τM 2
indicates a minima. (e) show the configurations after regrasping at
the instant guard condition C0 (Eq. 4.2.5) is satisfied. The instant is
marked with the red arrow in (f) where M2 angle is decreasing with
time, indicating a contact has been made with the object. After
further rotation (g), the objects are lifted up (h). . . . . . . . . . .
4.10 Picking experiments with objects #13 #8 and #12. . . . . . . . . .
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4.11 Finite state machine for object placing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.12 (a) Rethink Robotics’s Sawyer. (b) Original end-effector. (c) Adapted
end-effector with a curved finger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4.13 Implementation on the Sawyer robot showing (a) object picking (clockwise from the top leftmost panel) and (b) placing (left to right). . .
4.14 Objects used for the experiments in Table 5.1. . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

Dynamic grasping of an object with a zero DOF end-effector. The
initial tilting angle (a) depends on the frictional contacts of the endeffector and the ground surface, (b) a trajectory considering the system dynamics and acceleration force constraints is imposed to the
object by the manipulator, until a termination condition (c) is reached.
Given an end-effector that provides two frictional point contacts
P1 P2 , center-of-mass location (perpendicular the surface) and a ground
contact C (left) our problem consists on finding the contact locations
that are not necessarily antipodal but can result in a feasible grasp
and a trajectory p(t) that leads to this feasible state. The distance
between the contacts rP 1P 2 is fixed throughout the motion, since the
end-effector has no mobility, therefore no internal forces can be applied to the object. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The moment labeling of the composite wrench cone by the two frictional contacts. The κ region (left) indicates the range of acceleration
that can be exerted by the contacts P1 and P2 when considering the
positive labeled region.Angle β is the range of possible directions for
the acceleration applied on the object by the contacts. The tipping
operation (right) is limited by an angle θ0M AX which is function of
the contact friction cones. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
When losing contact with the ground (without loss of generality considering contact P2 as frictionless), if the object was to become static,
the moment labeling of the system indicates the contacts cannot generate a wrench to balance gravity. However, for an acceleration ad
the resulting acceleration aN can balance fc = wg + ac (which comprises gravity and centrifugal acceleration) and be generated by the
contacts. The segment G0w has to lie inside the friction cone at contact P1 (2, with  = atanµ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Example of the quintic polynomial trajectory for the θ(t) angular
motion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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5.6

5.7

5.8
5.9

5.10
5.11

5.12

5.13
6.1

Overview of the experimental procedure pipeline. Trajectories for
dynamic grasps are generated according to the discussion on Sec.5.2.
The CoppeliaSim software is used to validate the trajectory and check
for singularities. The trajectory is input to the UR-10 manipulator
and lastly analyzed with LoggerP ro software for position, velocity
and acceleration of the end-effector and of the object. . . . . . . . .
General constraints imposed to the trajectory. As described by the
state machine (Fig. 5.8), the initial tilting of the object θ0 occurs at
t = t0 , the ”Lift“ from t = t1 → ttn . Finally, the ”Slowdown“ stage
from t = tn → tf brings the object to rest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Finite state machine for the dynamic object picking, with the terminal operation at the “Slowdown” state. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On the left, the Universal Robot UR-10 manipulator with the endeffector. On the right the, different types of end-effector designs to
account for the different dimensions and geometries of the testing
objects. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Objects used for the experiments in Table 5.1. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Example considering µ = 0.4 (top) and µ = 0.2 (bottom). On the
left, angle β is calculated based on the friction cones of the contacts.
On the right, the pointwise integration of the resulting acceleration
leading to a feasible trajectory for dynamically grasping the object.
The color change indicates when the condition for θ(t) + β ≥ π/2 is
satisfied (or when the contacts can balance the gravity wrench). . .
(A) Plot values for h0 vs the kij multiplicative coefficients of the contact wrenches F1l , F1r , F2n for object #3. The arrow indicates the
direction of increasing θ. A minimum h0 that leads to positive kij
coefficients is desired. Since we assume frictionless contact at P2 , approximate values for minimum h0 can be a solution. (B) shows two
cases where the trajectory was planned to satisfy the minimum values of h0 (shown as dashed lines) with different acceleration profiles,
whereas in the fail case it was not. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Successful experiments with objects #6, 7, 9 from top to bottom respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Example of a grasp of two objects with links triggered upon contact
with the objects. The end-effector actuator pulls the tether driven
chain of links. In this case, the non-triggered link did not make any
contact with the objects and so it remains locked. As a result, object
O1 can be securely grasped while also grasping object O2 . . . . . . .
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6.2

The end-effector link and locking mechanism. For a counterclockwise
rotation of link i−1 (in blue) about a pulley at hinge point Oi−1 , upon
contact with the object P (shown as dashed lines) and a sufficient
applied normal force fi−1 , link i (in green) will be unlocked and freely
rotate counterclockwise about a pulley at hinge point Oi . Link i − 1
will remain fixed with respect to the object. The unlocking is sensed
as the torque difference ∆τ (t1 − t0 ) empirically determined. The
motion sequence for a single object is shown on the right hand-side
(top to bottom order). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.3 The geometric relationship between the object radius and design parameters RG and d is shown. The radius can be estimated from the
displacement of the links ∆φ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.4 (Left) Two frictional point contacts determine force closure grasps.
The ± regions indicate the moment labelling [97]. (Right) (a) Object
in force closure if αmin ≤ αnf or (b) ejected from the end-effector if
not. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.5 Experimental setup with the end-effector system (left) which includes
the end-effector mounted to a beam β that acts like a palm (to hold
objects against it) and sensor mount (right). . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.6 Photo-reflective sensor placement and calibration data fit, where the
resulting data was fit with piece-wise quadratic lines. . . . . . . . .
6.7 Objects were placed at different positions (A, B, C each distant 80mm)
along the end-effector palm β. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.8 To estimate the radius of the object RO , at least three contacts are
needed. The force sensed from each link is used to determine instant
of contact with the object and the motor angle graph used to retrieve
the value of ∆φ = φi − φi−1 to calculate angle αj used in eq. 6.1.5.
6.9 Finite state machine for autonomous grasp of circular objects. The
operation terminates in the “Halt” state. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6.10 Test objects for autonomous grasps of cylindrical geometry (left) and
grasps of multiple objects (right). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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6.11 Example of grasp detection for object #6 (top) and #7 (bottom).
The number of links in contact with the object is measured from each
∆τ (ti ) on the motor torque graph, which indicates a subtle change
in torque caused by the unlocking motion. This number is compared
with the value of nf , the minimum number of links necessary for force
closure, and in case torque applied by the motor τ (t3) achieves a maximum defined limit (close to 0.35N m) on the end-effector, the grasp
can terminate. In the top case, a minimum of two links (nf = 2) is
needed for force closure, so after the two drops in ∆τ are detected
(from links one and three) and the torque increases to the defined
maximum, the grasp terminates at instant t3 . Similarly, for the bottom case at least one link (nf = 1) is required for a force closure
grasp, so a single drop in ∆τ indicating link two unlocked link three,
followed by a maximum torque τ (t2) which terminates the grasp. .
6.12 Example of two successful grasps of two objects. In the upper case
(object #9 and #15), two end-effector links were unlocked, as seen
by the torque plot and applied forces. Link two has not made contact with the objects. The bottom case (objects #11 and #13) has
also two links unlocked and link two did not make contact with the
objects. For all cases, the grasp terminates once the actuator reaches
its maximum torque (at instance t3 ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 1: Top 14 Tasks from Confidential Surveys and Member Checks identified for
Elders
ELDERS

CONFIDENTIAL
SURVEY (N=42)
Rank
Xi
Fi

Having additional assistance
when pain flares up
Outings (casino, theater,
shopping)
Having your food
preferences known
Getting a drink
Being asked about your
preferences
Having assistance with
being in bed (changing
position, putting on blankets)
Having caretakers help keep
your spirits up
Reaching things on high shelves
Getting around in a wheelchair
Walking
Games, including bingo
Caretakers working to increase
your socialization opportunities
Having clothing taken out
Having assistance finding
items in the closet

MEMBER
CHECK (N=4)
Rank
Xi
Fi

1

2.89

0.52

5

2.5

1

2

2.42

0.42

1

3

1
0.67

3

2.41

0.44

9

2.33

4

2.27

0.18

1

3

1

5

2.26

0.47

6

2.5

0.75

6

2.26

0.26

5

2.5

1

7

2.26

0.206

5

2.5

1

8
9
10
11

2.24
2.21
2.12
2.08

0.48
0.29
0.4
0.208

6
1
7
8

2.5
3
2.5
2.5

0.75
1
0.5
0.25

12

2.07

0.25

3

2.75

0.75

13

2.04

0.36

9

2.33

0.67

14

2

0.44

4

2.67

0.67

Table 2: Top 11 Tasks from Confidential Surveys and Member Checks identified for
Clinicians
CLINICIANS
Providing Input
Evaluating Homes
for Safety
Coming up with ways
to keep someone safe
at home
Toileting
Matching cognitive
ability to tasks
Confirming that
members have taken
medications
Reminding members
to drink (water, health drink)
Checking weights
Providing a listening ear
Providing companionship
to members when they
are upset
Having small
conversations with
members

CONFIDENTIAL
SURVEY (N=14)
Rank
Xi
Fi
1
3.0
0.3

MEMBER
CHECK (N=8)
Rank
Xi
Fi
21
2.75
0.13

2

3.0

0.25

2

3.0

0.43

3

2.93

0.62

2

3.0

0.43

4

2.92

0.25

15

2.8

0.60

5

2.92

0.36

6

2.88

0.38

6

2.91

0.6

4

3.0

0.33

7

2.91

0.36

8

2.86

0.33

8
9

2.90
2.85

0.56
0.25

11
21

2.86
2.75

0.14
0.13

9

2.85

0.25

16

2.88

0.13

10

2.85

0.17

21

2.75

0.13
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Table 3: Top 14 Tasks from Confidential Surveys and Member Checks identified for
Caregivers
CAREGIVERS
Making sure members
ate and are not missing
meals
Providing a listening ear
Assisting members with
taking medications
Helping members get
ready for the doctors
/providers apt.
Preparing meals
Working with members with
physical challenges and
need extensive assistance
Assisting with morning
routines
Helping members comply
with care plans
Encouraging members to
see nurses when not
feeling well
Providing companionship to
members when they are
upset, depressed or lonely
Matching cognitive
ability to task
Providing comfort
measures to members
Reminding members
to use their walkers
Helping members
reach things on high
shelves

CONFIDENTIAL
SURVEY (N=15)
Rank
Xi
Fi

MEMBER
CHECK (N=4)
Rank
Xi
Fi

1

3.0

1.0

5

3.0

0

2

3.0

0.11

4

3.0

0.25

3

3.0

0

5

3.0

0

3

3.0

0

4

3.0

0.25

3

3.0

0

4

3.0

0.25

3

3.0

0

4

3.0

0.25

3

3.0

0

3

3.0

0.33

3

3.0

0

2

3.0

0.5

3

3.0

0

1

3.0

0.67

3

3.0

0

4

3.0

0.25

3

3.0

0

5

3.0

0

3

3.0

0

5

3.0

0

3

3.0

0

5

3.0

0

3

3.0

0

5

3.0

0

Table 4: Fourth Deployment Access to Technology
Experience with or use a
Computer 6
Tablet or e-reader 5
Cellphone 18
Exercise daily* 12
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